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Mary T. Boyle 
General Counse' 

March 1 , 201 7 

Re: FOIA Appeal 17-A-00003 
For FOIA Request 17-F-00144 

Tel: 301 ·504·7859 
Fax: 301-504-0403 

Email:MSoyle@cpsc.gov 

By letter dated January 28, 2017 and received on January 31, 2017, you appealed the 
decision dated January 19, 2017 of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission's 
("Commission's") Freedom of Information ("FOI") Officer to your Freedom of lnfonnation Act 
("FOIA") request seeking records relating to a digital/electronic copy of the Compliance 
Investigator Handbook and the Product Safety Investigator Manual. The FOi Officer wi!hheld 
disclosure of these records, citing applicable FOIA exemptions. 

Under authority delegated to me by the Commission, 16 C.F.R. § 1015.7, I have reviewed 
your appeal, and I am reversing the FOi Officer's decision with respect to: 

• The cover page; pages i-iii; pages 1-23, 29-59, and 61-66; and Exhibits A-E of 
the "Field Manual for Investigation Procedures and Reporting Techniques 
November 2016." 

• Partial pages 24-28 and 60 of the "Field Manual for Investigation Procedures 
and Reporting Techniques November 2016." 

Accordingly, the FOI Officer will process this infonnation pursuant to section 6 of the Consumer 
Product Safety Act ("CPSA"), 15 U.S.C. § 2055, and will notify you under separate 
correspondence about possible release of information to you. 

I am, however, affirming the FOI Officer's decision to withhold all other responsive 
documents based on Exemptions 3, 4, 5, and 7(E) of the FOIA. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(3), (4), (5) 
and (7)(E); 16 C.F.R. § 1015.16(c), (d), (e), and (g)(5). Exemption 3 ofFOIA provides for 
withholding information specifically exempted from disclosure by another statute. In applying 
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Exemption 3, I am relying on section 6(a)(2) of the CPSA, 15 U.S.C. § 2055(a)(2), which 
prohibits the disclosure of trade secret, proprietary, or confidential information under Exemption 
4. This information is considered confidential if disclosure is likely to (I) impair the 
government's ability to obtain necessary information in the future or (2) cause substantial harm 
to the competitive position of the person from whom the infom1ation is sought. See National 
Parks and Conservation Associalion v. Morton, 498 F.2d 765, 770 (D.C. Cir. 1974). The 
confidential commercial information being withheld pursuant to Exemption 3, based on section 
6(a)(2) of the CPSA, consists of proprietary software screenshots and instructions and 
confidential importation information contained in: 

• Partial pages 24-28 of the "Field Manual for Investigation Procedures and Reporting 
Techniques -- November 2016," 

• Parti~pages 182, 183, 185, 188, 190-192, 196, 199,201,202,204,206,208-210, 
213-216,218,225-228,236,237,240,245,246,252,253,256,260-262,264-266, 
270, 272, 273, and 275 of the draft "Compliance Investigators Handbook," and 

• Entire pages 197-219 and 223-266 of the draft "Compliance Investigators 
Handbook." 

Additionally, I partially affirm the FOi Officer's decision to withhold intra-agency and 
inter-agency communications among staff. FOIA Exemption 5 provides for the withholding 
from disclosure of inter-agency and intra-agency memoranda which would not be available by 
Jaw to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency. The documents being withheld, 
either in whole or in part, contain material in draft form, as well as staff memoranda, analyses, 
and recommendations, including both pre-decisional and deliberative discussions. The 
deliberative process privilege protects advice, recommendations, and opinions that are part of the 
agency's deliberative, consultative, and decision making process. Although this privilege applies 
only to opinions and recommendations in a document and not to factual information, facts are 
withheld here because they are inextricably intertwined with the exempt portions. See Rein v. 
U.S. Pa/ent and Trademark Office, 553 F.3d 353, 375 (4111 Cir. 2009) (upholding documents 
withheld by the agency because factual portions, when viewed as part of a larger document 
"would reveal the very pre-decisional and deliberative material Exemption 5 protects"). Here, 
release of this infonnation would impair the Commission's decision-making ability with respect 
to product investigations by impairing open and frank communication within the agency. The 
records or information being withheld pursuant to Exemption 5 include partial page 60 from the 
"Field Manual for Investigation Procedures and Reporting Techniques-· November 2016," and 
pages 001-339 of the draf1 "Compliance Investigators Handbook." 

I also am partially affirming the FOi Officer's decision to withhold documents pursuant 
to Exemption 7(E) of FOIA. FOIA Exemption 7(E) provides for the withholding of records or 
infonnation compiled for law enforcement purposes that would disclose techniques and 
procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions or would disclose guidelines for 
law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected 
to risk circumvention of the law. The provision protects techniques and procedures not already 
well-known to the public, including where the manner and circumstances of the use are not 
publicly known. See Rugiero v. DOJ, 257 F.3d 534, 551 (6 Cir. 200 I); ACLU of Michigan v. 
FBI, No. 11-13154, 2012 WL 4513626 at *11 (E.D. Mich. Sept. 30, 2012). Specifically, 
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investigations and operations manuals that list certain techniques, procedures, and events that 
trigger the agency's use of such techniques and procedures and would allow for the 
circumvention of the agency's effort may be withheld under Exemption 7(E). See ACLU of N..! 
v. DOJ, No. 11-2553, 2012 WL 4660515, at *JO (D.N.J. Oct. 2, 2012). Manuals that contain 
investigation guidance, such as hypotheticals for training purposes and approval limitations on 
use of certain techniques by law enforcement, may also be withheld if such information is not 
known to the public because release would increase the risk of individuals conforming behavior 
to avoid identified investigative tactics. See PHE, Inc. v. DOJ, 983 F.2d 248, 251 (D.C. Cir. 
1993); ACLU of Michigan, 2012 WL 4513626at"'11. Moreover, exemption 7(E) pennits an 
agency to withhold information if the agency can demonstrate logically how the release of the 
requested infonnation might create a risk of circumvention of the law. See Blackwell v. FBI, 646 
F.3d 37, 42 (D.C. Cir. 2011). Accordingly, to protect agency Jaw enforcement techniques and 
prevent circumvention of the law, I am affinning, under Exemption 7(E), the FOi Officer's 
decision with respect to partial page 194 and entire pages 004-014, 048-056, 066-138, 148-192, 
196-219, 223-337 of the draft "Compliance Investigators Handbook." 

You have the right to seek judicial review of this decision, as provided by 5 U.S.C. § 
552(a)(4)(B). 

Sincerely, 

),{~~~ 
Mary T. Boyle 
General Counsel 



U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 
4330 EAST WEST HIGHWAY 

Alberta E. Mills, FOi Officer 
The Secretariat 0 Office of the Secretary 
Office of the General Counsel 

BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20814-4408 

March 3, 2017 

Re: FOIA Request/Appeal 17-F-00144 (Appeal 17-A-00003): Copies ofCPSC 
investigative manuals 

Tel: 301-504-7479 
Fax: 301-504-0127 

Email: amills@cpsc.gov 

As explained in the letter dated March 1, 2017 from Mary Boyle, CPSC General 
Counsel, enclosed are the documents that we decided to disclose after considering your appeal of 
the withholding of records with respect to the above referenced Freedom of Information Act 
Request. 

Sincerely, 

~tYfJtJ-/ 
Alberta E. Mills 

Enclosure 
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Chapter 1 - General Information 

The purpose for this manual is to provide field investigators with procedures and reporting techniques to effectively 
provide the Consumer Product Safety Commission staff with information to support Commission projects. 

Background: 

Consumer Product Safety Act. The Consumer Product Safety Act(CPSA) was signed into law in 1972. It grew out 
of a recommendation by the National Commission on Product Safety and out of the public and Congressional 
concern over the thousands of injuries and deaths each year that were associated with consumer products. 

Consumer Product Safety Commission. The CPSA established an independent Federal regulatory agency, the U.S 
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC}, to address this concern. The Commission, which became 
operational in 1973, is required to: 

1. Protect the public against unreasonable risks of injury associated with consumer products; 
2. Assist consumers in evaluating the comparative safety of consumer products; 
3. Develop uniform safety standards for consumer products; and 
4. Promote research and investigation into the causes and prevention of product-related deaths, illnesses, and 

injuries. 

The Directorate for Epidemiology. The Directorate for Epidemiology(EP}, within the Office of Hazard Identification 
and Reduction (EXHR}, is responsible for the collection, investigation, analysis, and dissemination of product-related 
injury information. Its mission includes functions provided for in such acts as the Consumer Product Safety Act 
(CPSA}, the Federal Hazardous Subsrances Act, the Rammabfe Fabrics Acr, the Refrigerator Safety Act, the Poison 
Prevention Packaging Act, and the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (C PSIA). 

Surveillance System. In order to monitor incidents involving consumer products, the Directorate of Epidemiology 
operates several incident surveillance systems composed of reporting sources located throughout the country, 
including: 

1. NEISS. The National Bectronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) consists of statistically selected 
hospitals that report consumer product-related emergency department visits to the CPSC daily. CPSC staff 
continuously monitors NEISS data. Summary reports and analyses are provided to analysts in the 
Commission, industry, health personnel, and other interested parties or groups. 

2. Non-NEISS. Additional incident information is collected from sources outside NEISS. These sources 
include news media reports, consumer complaints, death certificates, trade information, and medical 
examiner/coroner reports. These incident reports provide data for Commission analysts and statisticians to 
use when conducting studies of consumer product-related injuries or incidents. 

Incident Investigation System. Both NEISS and non-NEISS surveillance data must be supplemented by conducting 
follow-up investigations using the epidemiologlc approach. These investigations, through the comprehensive review 
of the incident sequence, and the human and environmental factors, provide the specific details required to evaluate 
product involvement. These data help the CPSC to achieve a greater understanding of the incident or hazards, 
including: 

• The interaction between the product, the person, and the environment. 
• Information on the product(s) involved at the time of the incident. 
• Associated behavioral patterns and design characteristics related to product usage. 
• Information on the victim and/or user of the product at the time of the incident. 
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Objectives: 

The overall objective of this manual is to provide specific instructions for conducting high-quality incident 
investigations. The investigation data will provide the foundation from which regulations, standards, educational 
programs, recalls and corrective actions, and recommended programs for state-and-local agencies can evolve. To 
assist you in this vital task, this manual: 

• Defines investigator responsibilities for those performing incident investigations, either on-site or by 
telephone. 

• Outlines procedures for the preparation of comprehensive, product-related investigation reports. 
• Provides investigation guidance for use in conducting comprehensive investigations. 

Definitions: 

Consumer Product. Consumer Product means any article or component of an article which is customarily produced 
or distributed for sale to or for the personal use, consumption, or enjoyment of consumers in a residential, school. 
recreational, or other environment. It does not include a product intended for commercial or industrial use, unless it 
is sold to or used by consumers more than occasionally. 

Non-Consumer Products. The term Consumer Product excludes certain products covered by laws enforced by other 
regulatory agencies. However, the CPSC does enter into formal agreements with other Federal agencies to collect 
information on non-consumer products, and in these situations the CPSC and other agencies may assemble 
information through NEISS and other sources which is of particular interest to the other agencies. Only in these 
instances should information be gathered on the following items: 

1. Alcoholic Beverages, Tobacco Products, Firearms, and Ammunition. Those products are subject to the 
regulations administered by the Treasury Department and, therefore, are subject to their rules and 
regulations. 

2. Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle Equipment. CPSC does not have jurisdiction over incidents in which a 
licensed motor vehicle is the sole contributor to the incident. However, if a motor vehicle is not licensed 
(e.g., all- terrain vehicle) or a second "consumer type" product such as a bicycle is involved in the incident, 
the CPSC may be interested and an incident investigation may be conducted covering that product and the 
circumstances surrounding the incident. Licensed motor vehicles are subject to regulations administered by 
the Department ofTransportation. NOTE: Infant car seats are in CPSC's jurisdiction for all hazards except 
crash-protection issues. 

3. Environmental Poisons. Pesticides and other related products are subject to regulations enforced by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). These products would include all insecticides, fungicides, 
herbicides, and rodenticides. Some specific items are mothballs, sanitizers, fumigants, and other such 
substances intended for use in and around the home as plant or animal poisons, regulators, defoliants, or 
desiccants. 

4. Boats and Related Equipment. Boats, personal watercraft, and equipment used in or around water such as 
life preservers and ski belts, are subject to the Federal Boat Safety Act of 1971, which is enforced by the 
Coast Guard, 

5. Foods. Medical Devices, Cosmetics, and Drugs. These substances (except those packaged in containers 
subject to the Poison Prevention Packaging Act) are subject to regulations administered by the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA). The CPSC has jurisdiction over the container of the products that require 
packaging in child resistant closures and over mechanics/risks or injuries from packaging. 
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6. Aircraft and Aircraft Components. These products, including hang gliders and ultra light aircraft, are 
regulated by the Federal Aviation Administration. 

7. Occupational Incidents. Incidents that occur to an employee in the work place are regulated by the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA}. However, if the employee was using a consumer 
product, we would be interested in the case. 

8. Electronic Product Radiation. Even if the article is a consumer product (e.g., a microwave oven), a radiation 
risk would be outside the scope of the CPSC jurisdiction. 

Incident Investigations: 

There are six classifications for categorizing incident investigations. The table below denotes the six different types 
of categories applicable to investigative techniques and the corresponding chapter addressing the categories in this 
manual. 

In-Depth Investigation (ID[) Classification Categories 
I 

Type of Investigation Classification Chapter 
Visits the victim at the incident site, recreating the incident scene and 

I 
On-Site Investigation documenting accordingly. Should include incident scenario, product information 

7 ("1" in block 19 of Form 182) (including photographs where appropriate), and data on environmental and 
behavioral factors related to the incident. 

Telephone Investigation 
Information is only obtained by telephone. Similar format to an on-site with the 
collection of in-depth information or a brief questionnaire used to collect less 6 ("2" in block 19 of Form 182) 
detailed information. 
Information is obtained by the investigator by visiting with knowledgeable parties 
such as medical examiner or local officials (police, fire dept., etc.) to discuss the 

Other Investigation incident and obtain copies of select documents, but the investigator did not visit 9 
('3" in block 19 of Form 182) the victim, or did interview/visit the victim/consumer but did not conduct a site 

visit at the place where the incident occurred. This includes interviewing the 
victim/consumer at any location other than where the incident took place. 
An investigation was found to be a duplicate of a prior assignment, or the 

Purged Investigation assignme.nt requestor decides to abort the investigation and no new information 9 ("4" in block 19 of Form 182} above and beyond the source document was obtained, or the lDI was assigned 
1 in error. 

Screening Investigation 
I An investigator was able to contact a knowledgeable party, but discovered that 

9 
I ("s· in block 19 of Form 182) 1 the product involved was not a consumer product (e.g., agricultural/farm tractor 

i rather than riding mower) or that the incident was a deliberate act such as arson. 

Terminated Investigation 
j Investigation was terminated due to the inability to contact a knowledgeable 

9 ("6" in block 19 of Form 182) I party, or no information could be obtained beyond what is in the source 
i document, or a refusal. 
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Chapter 2 - Case Selection and Assignment 

Case Selection: 

The incidents assigned to the field for investigation come from a variety of reporting sources, including NEISS, 
consumers, news media, medical examiners, State Health Departments (death certificates), trade associations, and 
other sources that report incidents to the Commission. The source document flow chart below diagrams the process 
of how incidents are assigned for investigation. High priority investigations shortcut this process. 

Novemher 2016 

Epidemiology Flow Chart for In Depth Investigations 

Incident reports are received In EPJ-Data S}'$tems 
(EPDS). and reviewed f« acceptability. 

Project leads select cases for assignment 
based on EXHR !ll'ld Compliance 
assignment C1i1111i.l amt Rarion:ilr: 

EP!-1-iazaro Malysis (EPHA) US!!$ the 
triage process to notify integrated learns 
oflncoming cases 

Cases are dis•ussed wl!hin Integrated 
Teams. and selected cases are assigned 
by Integrated Team staff, Compliance 
staff. or EXrR slalf in consulation with 
the Crileia and Raliona/11. 

Assignment instructions and materials are prepared electronically by the EXHR or 
Compliance assignment requestor and transmitted electronically to EPOS. 

EPDS completes assignment message and prepares electronic transmission. 

EPDS electronically transmits assignments to tile Field 

Field conducts IOI and prepares IOI report 

EPDS reviews IOI report. Marks It Status C (complete) or Status X (not accepted) 

Status C - Complete 

Batch completed IOI and 
send to Clearinghouse 

status X - Rejected and returned 
to the Field for additional work 

Clearinghouse reViews completed IOI, redacting information that needs to be 
redacted poor to publishing/releasing the IOI. 

Clearinghouse publishes the IOI. 
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Initiating Investigations: 

All incident reports received by headquarters and field offices are forwarded to the Directorate for Epidemiology {EP) 
for review. Cases that involved a product or a hazard that is of current interest to the Commission are identified and 
assigned to the appropriate field office staff or contractor for further investigation. All cases of interest are identified 
and shared with the appropriate integrated team, which includes Commission analysts, statisticians, and Compliance 
staff. Cases selected for investigation by these integrated teams are entered into CPSC360 for assignment by EP to 
the field. All non-NEISS incident reports are imaged, including those not targeted for follow-up investigations. These 
imaged documents are available electronically to statisticians and analysts in Epidemiology for review and action. 

The NEISS related incidents that meet the criteria of a special study are selected for investigation and assigned to 
contractor interviewers working for the Directorate for Epidemiology. The contractor may conduct a telephone 
interview to obtain details on the incident. The contractor will usually use a survey instrument designed for the 
special study. The CPSC analyst reviews these telephone investigations and if further follow-up to a report {e.g., on
site visit) is desired, and the respondent is cooperative, the case is reassigned to an appropriate field office staff for 
additional action. 

Purging names and addresses of victims obtained through NEISS hospital. When a case is assigned from 
information received from a NEISS hospital, name and address identification of the victim MUST be purged before it 
is imaged and transmitted to EPDS. The Clearinghouse, prior to public release of the report, will do purging of other 
victim identification not received through NEISS. 

Non-NEISS related incidents (e.g., news clips, consumer complaints, etc.) selected for investigation usually contain 
more information on the incident than NEISS cases. Selected non-NEISS cases are assigned directly to the field 
staff for follow-up investigation. 

The EP staff develops Incident Investigation Assignment /nstruaions(also known as "E·assigns") that are attached to 
the !DI assignment request. These instructions are based on investigation Criteria and Rationales provided by the 
integrated team members responsible for that program area. The assignment instructions include the category ID to 
which the assignment will be credited, the name of the person{s) who may be contacted, the product investigation 
guidelines to follow, and other specific guidance. 

Compliance officers on the integrated teams may select incidents for assignment using Section 15 tasking numbers, 
category ID (e.g., SECTxx), and investigation instructions with specific guidance. 

Compliance v. EXH R Assignments (Dual Purposes). If the assignment is requested by Compliance but is listed as a 
category in the Criteria and Rationales, then the investigation report should also meet the requirements of the Criteria 
and Rationales including using the guidelines and a data record sheet, if applicable. Alternatively, if the assignment 
is requested by EXHR and it is clear that a product defect is involved, the investigation report must also meet 
Compliance's needs in accordance with the assignments instructions. 

Investigation Initiated by field staff. Incidents identified in the field are to be reviewed by the field staff promptly and 
checked against assignment criteria, including the Criteria and Rationales and all applicable guidelines, provided by 
the Directorate for Epidemiology and other headquarters units for assignment purposes. It is up to the person 
initiating such an ID! to ensure that the needs of headquarters staff (e.g., EXHA} are met in conducting the field
initiated !DJ. 
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The table below identifies the types of task numbers assigned throughout the Commission. 

'"M';r.~";AA of Task Numbers Assiimed 
Office Initiating 

Classification Type of Task 
Assignment Number 

I HCC 
EXHR I Assigned based on established assignment criteria or study needs. These 

HBB investigations are assigned to collect information on generic type hazards. 
HAA 

Assigned to collect information to assist Compliance staff in identifying whether a CCC 
Compliance defect exists and whether that defect presents a substantial product hazard. Data CBS I wil! also be used in determining if a corrective action~ reguired. CAA 
Field Office · Field offices (CFI) assign cases based on vearlv Criteria and Rationales. HFE 

NEISS 
Assignments made on NEISS incidents that are of particular interest to an EXH R HEP analvst. An example of such a studv is playground equioment. 
Assignments made on NEISS cases for investiga!ion based on criteria that 

NEISS.Compliance Compliance has identified. An example of such an investigation would be 5· CEP 
11alion bucket incidents. 

Field Office involving Field offices (CFl) assign cases based on criteria provided by Compliance that are CFE 
Compliance Issue of current interest to the Commission. 

Note: Field Office assignment designations no longer m current use include HNE. HWE, CNE, and CWE. These designations 
may still appear on older and/or completed !Dls. 

How to "read" a task number: 

Example: 120203HCC1234 

The date portion of task number (the first six digits)"' date assignment generated: 
First two digits ::: year 
Second two digits "' month 
Third two digits ::: day 

First letter = initiated for 
HQ Assigned 
H=Hazard Identification and Reduction 
C=Compliance 

second two letters Priority, field office assigning, or NEISS 
AA=Yery high 
BB:::high 
CC=normal 
WE=Western region (no longer used) 
N E=Eastern region {no longer used) 
Fl-Field office 
EP=NEJSS 

Last four digits = sequential numbering of assignments 

Field Assigned 
H=Hazard Identification and Reduction 
C=Compliance 

First number of these four digits indicates the region for HQ-initiated assignments: 
1xxx=EASQ assignment 
2xxx=CENQ assignment 
3xxx=WESQ assignment 

Currently, there is only one field division (CFl), but there are three regions for HQ assignments (EASQ, CENQ, and WESQ). 
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How to read a CA no number: 

A category ID number is assigned to each product category for which assignments are made. A CATID number of 
TLNN09 indicates that the case was initiated under the TL (tool category), it is a non-NEISS case (NN), and it is the 
ninth product in the TL category. A CATID number of SECTxx indicates that the case was initiated by Compliance 
staff under Section 15. 

Incident Investigation Assignment Instructions: 

The incident investigation Assignment instructions sheet (also known as an "E-Assign, "sample on next page) 
highlights the elements pertaining to the investigation being assigned. When a case meets the criteria for an 
investigation, it is assigned using a task number and category identification number (CATID) that identifies the field 
office staff that is investigating the case (for field assigned cases), the Directorate or Office for which the case is 
being investigated, and the producUprogram area to which the investigation is to be charged. 

Incident Invest1ga1ion Assignment Instructions key 

A unique identifying number placed on the surveillance document when the Commission first 
Document Number receives the document. If there are multiple consumer product-related incidents listed on the same 

document, each incident should be marked with a seguential alehabetical notarion, ·-
CATID 

I The category identification number is associated with the hazards being investigated. (E.g., 
1 ELNN072012 represents heat tape incidents.} 

Headquarters Contact 
The contact person at headquarters who is most knowledgeable on the product and can clarify what 
is exoected from the investigator. 

Assignment Message Outlines what the analyst hopes to obtain from the investigation. 

Person(s) to contact lnvestigarors are not limited to the contacts noted, unless specified. This area also designates if the 

~· 

assignment regulres s~ecial handling due to restricted data. 

Guidelines I Identifies additional guidance that provides instructions the investigator should use in obtaining the 
, reguested information. --·-------·------·--· 

I Task Number 
On cases selected for follow-up, the assignment coordinator assigns a task number that includes 
the date the case was assigned, the Directorate initiating the assignment, the priority, the fieid office 

I staff receiving the assignment, and a unique number for the case. 
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November 2016 

Sample Inddent Investigation Assignment Instructions sheet 

lNClln:NT l.'11\'t:STIGATIO:X .~<iSIGN\H:NT INsnwcno:xs 

ll<lCl'ME">'T NL?\lB~'.R: x:n.:n111x 

DATE 01' l'ICIDt;;NT: l21.Z6ll012 CATID: XX.'\XX .. UOlJ 

llAZARIL\;'l;Al. i'SfS 0 SECT 15 l8J FOLLOW.UP JU:Qn:sn:n 

IJE.AJ>Ql'.ARTERSCONTACT: RrqU<Stor'• namr. plmtlf number, rruail 

llAC I(. FP CONT .\CT: 

A~">IGN\IENT :\lESS.\Gt:: 

Ofatal~ 
1w11w uj prod:P.:f~ 

Thix a~~ignm.:nt is. lo be comp11;;t<Xf as 
llil ali tm .::1t1i!athm 

0 a tdt.,•phunl? mvi;:;,'i;gatH>tl 

B ~'1t.h-."f :;\."c m~1ru~:l1t:.n:t h:h.1w 
a s,._:Ji."!t:tlml!• m\·.::sH~_ttH<>n 

'"A 10-ft·nlne tn,;."l&•U.Jtth dltrf'ff'Pt frCH:n 1 ~Ttt1dat; kp.Rt "l!("l'~q la\nrlsaOUh h~nrd "hM' Uu· rrqnt•'.t:l)f ~1nhyou to 
iwuo•,•d lW!l.J[ il'"fhtio ruodlttoo:~ Hf" tnw, l1nw- n:mta;;t HnlldtJttar&rn eum:an for ~1•t taltfrurtJmn. 

Pnorily 1~1·"! 0 :\,\ D 

ST AT!' m winch umd.:nl <l<:etn.:J 
l\ll) · \l,\RYLANI I 

lnoJ('rH s--implt· tolh.·ctt~m for r~inmHs•of'lfl t\'itlu.itltm 
r8J t~btam cnt1r1e· 
0 ,;btHUi p1Ht Wht;.:h !"'1ri] 
0 Obrnm I number] 
0 s;amrlt• colkttH~1 nr-i\t~;~ry 

lr1~tructH1.1~ 

< >htmn all ,1ff1<.~AI rep<>rt• 
\'.•nf)' mci<l••nt <ec'fllll'll' ProriJ~ complet~ prnd1£111kn11fiC'.1twn mdud1~ nu1rwfattur~r, hl'llnd, dale 
nlllnufadm'l.'d, place of purrhu,.., dnl• of po1rcha...,., motldl>l'rlal numhrn, cm1, •I« 

tr ttti/), .v.:Sl!-."!Hni..1-1t 1s rcqw::J.:d try { 'tlfnphun(!:! but J,. h-.tc<! M J caf~t,"l}" in th.,; Cr11f1w {ll;d /l.rkJ:anaJes. th~n the n;J,)('lf1 should ai1'(• 
Uw;;t' lli< rec1uir\!'.1:1ti:nts of th~ Crit~rm mu/ RatirMJt.Jffs uu.-ludir@ U""'! •Jf att) Jf'l:tlkab•c gut<td.Hlt!~ <11t(] data re\.:f•rd s.heet:s For 
aki1~tHlll!nf:\ r~qU!!likd by EP, 1fH l!'i dear th.it a pr.·:i:.:fui;t d:.:fi.."C-1 i') un·•~\·~·l tth.'11 the repor11nu~t ~\i"M::i mut C"11nphanci:: rr.."Quirern~nf:'l 

ArHbtb•dbt ~ n Date Sy~ 

rwmn(•) IO(:Olllaet: Joan~. t"OIUUDWr (Sft> •naclwd) 

Ta<l< Nunibff: XXXXXXCC'CXXXX °"1<>:01/0&!?0IJ 

CPSC FOOi.! 32411 
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If the assignment contains restricted data or requires special handling procedures for some other reason, the 
assignment message will inform the investigator of this requirement under the person(s) to contact section. For 
example, the assignment message may state" Do not contact next of kin," in which case you may not attempt to 
contact next of kin. (See section below on Use of Restricted Documents for more information on contacting next-of
kin.) 

Investigation guidelines can be accessed in the Integrated Field System (IFS). When an assignment is reviewed, the 
investigator can search for applicable guidelines under the "Invest. Guide" button, and pull it up by Appendix number, 
product name. or guideline name. The guideline can then be read, saved, or printed as a reference. As new 
investigations guidelines are developed, these are also added. When other directions are received, they will be 
included in the Incident Investigation Assignment Instructions. 

Investigators are encouraged to contact the investigation requestor (e.g., the appropriate EP analyst, 
engineer, compliance officer, etc.) directly when there are questions about what is expected. 

If the investigator is unable to follow the instructions in the Incident Investigation Assignment Instructions, then the 
investigator must state, in the investigation report, why the instructions were not followed. (This includes instances 
where the investigator has received verbal direction from the requestor that differs from the Incident Investigation 
Assignment lnstructions. 

Examples of this include: 
• Conducting a telephone investigation when the instructions specified it should be conducted on-site. 
• Not collecting a sample when a sample was requested. 

Compliance assigned ID!s may request that the investigator contact the compliance officer (CO) before proceeding. 
If there is no direction to contact the CO in the IOI instructions, but the investigator has questions, he or she should 
contact the CO. For field-assigned !Dis, the cos may not be aware that the IOI has been assigned. When an 
investigator has questions about the product, he or she should contact the CO covering that product area for advice. 
While doing pre-ID! research, if the investigator finds that a CO is working on a case that seemingly involves this 
product, the investigator should contact the CO. There may be specific things the CO wants to find out, or the CO 
may be able to tell the investigator that an !DJ is not necessary. If an investigator is instructed by the CO that an !DJ 
is not necessary, the investigator should contact their supervisor for further instruction. 
Headquarters generated assignments include a copy of the assignment (found in the Incident Investigation 
Assignment lnstructions'j, plus any background information (e.g., source document) on the case. These are 
electronically issued through IFS to the field for distribution to the field supervisors so that the investigator has the 
necessary information to conduct a complete and comprehensive investigation. Field supervisors will determine the 
investigator who will receive the assignment. 
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Use of Restricted Documents: 

Many investigations assigned require that the victim's identity not be revealed. This is important, for example, when 
assigning death certificates and medical examiners and coroners' reports (M ECAPs). The EPDS staff will identify on 
the lnddent Investigation Assignment Instructions if next-of-kin can be contacted which requires identifying the victim. 
If it is not indicated or if you are uncertain, please call your supeNisor to determine what contact should or should not 
be attempted with the family. 

There are different rules for who may be contacted, depending on the type of source document. Note that the 
restrictions are different between MECAP reports and death certificates. 

For certain assignments stemming from death certificates or MECAP reports, there are restrictions on whether or 
when the next of kin may be contacted. Please pay close attention to the Person{s) to Contact line on the Incident 
Investigation Assignment Instructions. If the Incident Investigation Assignment Instructions specify that you are not to 
contact next of kin, you may not attempt to contact next of kin. If the Incident Investigation Assignment Instructions 
specify that you are only to contact next of kin IF the reporting Medical Examiner/Coroner grants permission, you 
must put a statement in the narrative that permission was granted or you may not even attempt to contact the next of 
kin. 

CPSC has very specific contractual agreements specifying who can be contacted with regard to certain death 
certificates and MECAP reports. If permission to contact next of kin is not granted nor permitted, the next of kin 
should not be contacted. Contacting next of kin (or attemptingto contact next of kin) without proper permission could 
put at risk our death certificate and MECAP programs to continue to provide our agency with death certificates and 
MECAP reports. 

Some investigators have established relationships with certain ME/Coroners over the years and have received a 
"blanker· permission to contact the next of kin. In these cases, a statement affirming that the reporting ME/Coroner 
granted permission to contact next of kin must still appear in the narrative of the report. At the investigator's 
discretion this statement may also be placed Un addition to the narrative) in the List of Contacts page. 

If there is conflicting information in the assignment message with regard to who may be contacted (i.e., the 
"Instructions to Investigator" section of a Compliance assignment differs from the "Person(s) to contact" line at the 
bonom of the assignment message), the contact line at the bottom of the assignment message takes precedent. 
(This is especially critical when the source document is a ME CAP or death certificate.) 
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Point-of-Contact for Death Certificates by State: 

The chart below identifies each state's requirements for contacting next-of-kin and local officials. This chart should 
be referred to before each death certificate investigation. EPDS analysts will contact each state for permission 
before assigning death certificates to the field. EPDS analysts will also refer to this chart when completing the 
"Person(s) to contacl' line on the assignment message when processing the assignment to the field. 

Carefully review this chart and the instructions before attempting to make or making contact with next-of-kin. {Do not 
attempt to contact next-of-kin if not permitted to do so per the source document death certificate.) 

1 2 3 4 5 

STATES WITHOUT STATES REQUIRING 
STATES REQUIRING 
PERMISSION TO 

RESTRICTIONS PERMISSION FROM CONTACT LOCAL STATES ALLOWING STATES ALLOWING 
STATE BEFORE NO CONTACT WITH CONTACT WITH 

NOTE: Contacting Next- CONTACTING LOCAL OFFICIALS ONLY, NEXT·OF·KIN OR LOCAL OFFICJALS 
of-Kin, Local Officials OFACIALS OR NEXT· NEXT·OF·KIN LOCAL OFFICJALS ONLY 
may be done without OF-KIN CONTACT IS NOT 
permission from state PERMITTED 

Alabama Michigan Colorado Kansas Arizona 
Alaska Nebraska Delaware North Dakota Arkansas 
California Indiana District of Columbia 
Connecticut Missouri Idaho 
Florida 1 Oklahoma Illinois 
Georgia Pennsylvania Louisiana 
Hawaii Oregon Maryland 
Iowa South Carolina Montana 
Kentucky* Utah Nevada 
Maine }irginia New jersey 
Massachusetts / 

New Me~ico 
Minnesota New York City 
Mississippi " " South Dakota 
New Hampshire If Missouri or Virpnia If Penna. death cert, Washington 
New York State death cert, contact is contad Is the Wyoming 
North Carolina * the foll<>wing: following: 
Ohio Local <>fficlals only - Officials only; next of 
Rhode lsland kin contact NOT 
Tennessee 

NO EMS contact; next 
permitted; purge all of kin contact NOT 

Texas permitted. victim ID and victim's 
Vermont family ID prior to 
West Virginia ' submitting report. 
Wisconsin 

Officials, eyewitnesses, 
Officials, eyewitnesses, Officials only; next of Officials only; next of 

next of kin kin contact NOT No contact permitted kin contact NOT 
[see also NC, KY, & WV next of kin 

permitted permitted 
death exceptionSJ. 

*Excepuons for NCIKYIWV death cert1!1cate contacts wdl be listed on the Incident Invest1gat1on Assignment Instructwns. 
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Chapter 3 - Receipt of Assignments 

Acknowledging Assignments: 

Acknowledgment of an assignment is automatic through IFS when the supervisor assigns the task to an investigator. 

Assignment Priority: 

The field office supervisors assign the investigation requests to individual investigators. With each day's delay, 
valuable data are lost, respondents forget details, evidence and products are destroyed or altered, and 
knowledgeable parties leave the area of the incident. On special investigations, you may be expected to complete 
your investigation report in a shorter time as identified in the table below. The time frame for each priority case will 
be designated when the assignment is made. The second two letters in the middle of the thirteen-digit task number 
reflects the priority code and the turn-around time expected for EXHR and Compliance assignments. The following 
table outlines the suggested priority time frames: 

Assignment Priorities 

Priority Code Description of Priorities Estimated Time* 

AA 
Urgent Priority - Reserved for cases of exceptionally high visibility and importance 

Immediately (e.2., life threateninl? defects, cases involvin2 a Commission action). 

BB High Priority - Reserved for cases of special interest such as those under special 
As fast as possible study or where corrective action is being considered. 

cc Regular Priority - This level is for the standard assignments. As fast as practical 
'There is no set number of days specified for these estimated time frames. 

Before you begin an investigation: 

Make sure you know who has requested the !DI, and check if there is related incident information in CPSC360. 

Upon receipt of an !DI, the field investigator should always enter the source document number into CPSC360 to 
review other pertinent information related to the incident. This includes reviewing any related documents that may 
have been associated with the assigning document, as well as seeing who made the actual ID! request if different 
from the headquarters contact name at the top of the assignment message. This is helpful information if you need to 
ask questions of the requestor prior to completing the ID!, as the requestor is not always the same person as the 
listed headquarters point of contact. 

If you need assistance with using CPSC360, please ask your supervisor or contact the Help Desk. 
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Chapter 4 - Contact and Introduction 

Contact Preparation: 

Before you initiate contact with a victim or knowledgeable party and attempt to obtain information, review the 
assignment and any guideline or information available on the product hazard that is involved. 

In addition, review the Criteria and Rationales provided by Epidemiology that explains why a product or hazard is 
being investigated in that fiscal year. This information is provided to give field investigators some background on the 
Commission's position on the hazard, the reason for the data need, and what action the Commission is planning in 
this area. Become familiar with the accomplishments of the Commission and use these as motivation tools. 

If the investigator does not understand some aspect of the assignment, contact the person who requested the 
assignment (e.g., compliance officer or EXHR staff) as listed on the assignment message before beginning the 
investigation. See below for links for the listings of EPHA analysts and compliance officers who are responsible for 
the various hazards/product areas. Some assignment messages may instruct the investigator to make this contact 
before initiating the investigation. 

r-R- . , I I --rfhis listing of EPHA staff 
.. ~·~ ·---~ ., 

I r~du~~~~zea~~~(:~sf:/ responsibility can be found in, Alf Public Folders!EXHRIHazard Ana/"{_sis Produa Area ~XHR assignments i Outlook in the Hazard Analysis 
' I Product Area subfolder at: 

Responsible compliance This listing of Compliance staff CPSCnet > Com{!/iance and Field Oeerations > 
officers by producUhazard responsibility can be found on Division of Reid Iavi;.sygations > Shared Documents> 
area for Compliance Share Point (field) in the shared 
assignments documents area at: Comp_liance Org and Produa Area 

Initial Contact: 

Provided there are no restrictions, it is essential that you, as the investigator, speak with the incident victim or most 
knowledgeable party whenever practical to obtain the most specific and reliable data possible. Establish a good 
rapport with the victim, the victim's relatives, and others being interviewed. This rapport, that atmosphere of trust and 
cooperation, begins with the first contact. It is recommended that in the initial phone call, the title "investigator" not be 
used. The term "investigator'' is generally associated with law enforcement and may cause the respondent to be 
apprehensive about participating in the investigation. One suggestion would be to use the full title "product safety 
investigator." However, you should be prepared to show your investigator credentials when you visit the person. 

Contacting the Most Knowledgeable Respondents. When a respondent is reached, try to speak to the victim, 
guardian, or most knowledgeable party. If the most knowledgeable person is not immediately available, obtain as 
much basic information from the respondent as is practicable, keeping in mind that you need to have permission from 
a parent or guardian to interview a minor (under 18 years old). If specific information cannot be obtained from this 
respondent, try to determine who the most knowledgeable party is, when he/she will be available, and where he/she 
can be reached. 

Contacting Respondents during the Evening and Weekend Hours. If you cannot contact the victim or other 
knowledgeable party by telephone during regular working hours, try to reach them during evening hours and on 
weekends. We suggest several calls between 6 pm and 9 pm during the week and several calls between 10 am and 
9 pm on the weekends. If the victim's email address is known, this should also be tried in an attempt to contact the 
respondent. 
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Contacting the Difficult-to-Reach Respondents by Mail. Before terminating an investigation because you cannot 
contact a knowledgeable party, confirm the accuracy of the address and telephone number by whatever means 
possible, such as Internet searches or postal records. If you have an address but no telephone number or email 
address, send the victim a letter with delivery confirmation requesting their cooperation. The investigator can also 
visit the address and if no one is home, leave a business card and a note or copy of the contact letter at the home. If 
still unsuccessful, report the situation to your supervisor so that he/she can arrange whatever additional steps may be 
appropriate, such as visiting the address while in the area on other business. 

When exchanging emails with respondents, use a cloud-based secure file transfer system (such as Accellion) 
whenever appropriate. 

No,ember 2016 

:Vis. Jane Smith 

Sample Victim Letter for On-Site Visit 

l :ntkd Stah.>s Govcn-un ... -..n 
(\msurncr Pmdm:t SaJ",,t~ Cc'll\ITli"ion 
4HJ Ea>! We:<t Highway 
fl<the>da MP X>H.1 

:0.llll'dl 17. 2013 

123-< N. Always ,\nmuc 
An)1mm. MD 21222 

De:lf Ms. Smilh: 

As an agency oflh< l'cd.>rnl Gowmment. the l ·.s. Consum"' Product Sali:ly Commissi<ln 
(CPSC) is n.:sporndbk for inn"Sligatioo con.,unicr prnduo:I relalcd injuries. deaths. and potential 
injury siltutions. lm·e,tigllliom hdr male us aware of h:vards I<' o:hildrcn and adults and aid us 
in preventing similar indd~'flts !rum o-;:curring 10 oth,-r IX'ople. 

C'PSC is .:urTently inws1iga1ing haz.mfa im·ol\•ing .:-and I.,,_ and oth~r hou<chold produ,'ts. ·mes<' 
im·,-stigations hdp us to i<l<:ntil\ ha:tards and safo1~· issu.s. and de1em1in" if new saf<.'ly standards 
are n.:,,de<J for th.:s" products. or if a ck-sign d.:1""-1 is pr6.:111. We also cnfor.:.: the f"deral safety 
r~gula1iotL'> covt:ring hou~h<•ld appharn ... ..,...s. pow.tr tool~. \.~hifdren~s pn>dtK,'ts. and t.llh~r consumer 
produ<.1s, Information about Cl'SC is .:ndos.:d, 

\\" C WOUid Jil..:'-' lo obtain 111<\I'.! infotmatron ahout th"' ma)funcli<>oing. Cit11df<' firt thal too\( plal.'C 
during F"bruary. I \\Mid JiLc to ~peak with you about this condk. its .:hara<.1cristics, and the 
'"quenc" of events. Any i11fon11at1011 that you can prO\·id.l abmd 1h..: candle (iL' past hi.;tory, 
clfiginal pad.aging. how ii""' us~d, '"lfT""f"'rul~m:e "ith th< manufo•turcr. any photographs. 
etc.) is appreciated 

I "'ill try to r~ach Y<lU during the next few Joys. Th~ tcl"!'hon" number that I have for YOll is 
555-222-9876. Ploas< lei m~ know if this phone numba is not .:orre~!. Feel fra h> .:all me if 
you have any qu.,slions. You can r<ad1111e in our :O.hryland ollicc at 555--555·1212. or \'ia email 
at thunt~rii\:ps\!:.go.,.-. 

Sin.:.:rel~. 

Tom 1Junl¢r 
P!\.\(fui.1 Saf~t\" Inv~tigalor 
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Introduction: 

Familiarity with the subject matter is an important aspect of any interview, including the introduction. Deliver your 
opening comments in a straight-forward, positive manner. Make the introduction to-the-point, practice the delivery, 
and speak clearly. If necessary, write your introduction and use it when making the call. Do not read it word for word 
unless you can make the delivery sound normal. Use the introduction to identify yourself and your affiliation {CPSC), 
and to confirm the surveillance information in the assignment instruction sheet. 

The following introduction is suitable for a telephone interview involving either a NEISS or non-NEISS investigation: 

"Mr._Johnson, I am [name}. I'm with the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission. We 
are studying incidents involving certain consumer products and according to [source}, you injured 
your leg wht'le using [product]. ls that correct? [ff respondent agrees, continue.} By studying the 
events that lead to incidents like you've experienced, we hope to identify hazards that can be 
changed, and reduce the number of injuries associated with [product]. Will you please take a few 
minutes and tell me how you were injured?' 

If immediate cooperation is not obtained, some motivational statements may be useful. Explain that the interview will 
take "approximately [how long]" and that the information provided is extremely important in assisting the Commission 
in its effort to reduce injuries associated with [product]. Assure the respondent that hisfher name and address are not 
released unless he/she authorizes the release. Additionally, he/she may request that certain information provlded 
remain confidential. (The release of victim ID pertains only to non-NEISS investigations. Due to our agreements with 
the hospitals, NEISS victim identification is never retained by CPS(.) 

The transition is now complete and your purpose has been defined. At this point the respondent will usually provide 
a brief description of the incident. Ask appropriate questions until you have obtained the requested information. 
When you have collected the requested data, go back over the respondent's answers to ensure that you have 
accurately recorded the description of the incident and answers provided. If an on-site is necessary, explain the 
purpose of the visit and attempt to schedule a time for the visit that will be convenient for both parties. Make sure 
that the information to be collected or documented during the on-site (e.g., product information) will be retained by 
the respondent and made available during the on-site. 

For special studies, each NEISS-related incident assigned to the field for an on-site visit has already been 
investigated by an EPDS contractor via telephone. NEISS telephone investigations will not be reassigned to the field 
unless the respondent has agreed to be contacted again by CPSC. Once again, if immediate cooperation is not 
obtained during your initial contact, some motivational statements may be required. 

The following three different mood variables of a respondent can affect the interview: 
1. Apprehensive 
2. Neutral 
3. Cooperative 

Often people contacted about an interview are neutral or lean towards being uncooperative. People called by 
strangers are likely to go into the "salesman's syndrome" and be initially uncooperative. What you say in the 
introduction and transition phase of an interview is critical in moving the respondent to the cooperative mood. People 
may use barriers to dissuade you. This should be expected and countered with logical motivational information. 
Maximize the positive! 

If a respondent remains uncooperative you might provide motivation by briefly mentioning products that have been 
modified as a result of the Commission's studies (e.g., cribs, chain saws, riding mowers, ATVs, baby walkers, etc.) 
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Refusals: 

If a victims or knowledgeable party refuses to cooperate, search out other sources such as local officials, product 
dealers, power company investigators, insurance agents, etc. If a victim is adamant in his/her refusal to cooperate, 
do not attempt to gather information from other family members unless otherwise instructed. However, it is 
appropriate to obtain whatever information local officials or other investigating agencies may have on the incident, 
unless it is a case assigned from NEISS data, in which case, do not pursue. 
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Chapter 5- Product History CPSC Database Search 

Purpose: 

This chapter provides specific direction to field investigative staff regarding how to quickly conduct a basic query of 
CPSC databases. This research step will be a required part of nearly all in-depth investigations. The exceptions are: 
A TV investigations in which there is no suggestion of a product failure; pool drownings; and those investigations in 
which no specific manufacturer, model, or style information could be obtained. 

Background: 

While compliance officers routinely make Product Safety Assessment (PSA) requests for thorough database 
research to be conducted regarding a particular product category or even specific manufacturing and model/style of 
consumer product, this typically does not occur until Compliance action is being considered. 

It has long been recognized that the earlier in the product hazard investigation process we identify products that are 
generating multiple complaints, especially complaints that suggest a similar failure mode, the more quickly we can 
identify those products that may pose a substantial product hazard. A preliminary check of CPSC databases would 
assist investigators in identifying potential investigative leads. 

This investigative research is considered another "early warning" procedure that will alert Office of Compliance and 
Field Operations staff at the earliest point in an investigation that the field might be starting work on a case involving 
a product that has a previous incident history that may not have been previously recognized or that is already under 
investigation by Compliance staff. 

Procedures: 

All investigations will include a routine query of selected CPSC databases to determine if the product has a previous 
history with CPSC. The purpose is to identify potential investigative leads. This query is not designed to serve as a 
replacement for a later formal PSA, but rather serve as a very preliminary inquiry (not a lengthy or exhaustive search) 
to determine CPS C's previous history with the product and/or firm. 

Upon initiating a new investigation, investigators will conduct a brief search of at least the following CPSC databases: 
• CPSCnet 
• DCM (Dynamic Case Management system, formerly Section 15 database)* 
• Section 15 database* 
• CPSC360 I CPS RMS 
• IPII database 

*Note that cases prior to 2013 are not included in DCM and the old Section 15 database should be searched as well. 

The investigator may choose to conduct additional research depending on the circumstances of each individual case. 
These queries should be conducted when the investigator has some or all of the appropriate product, retailer, or 
manufacturer information available. In the case of many consumer incident report-based assignments, much of this 
information is available at the time the investigation is assigned. In the case of a news article, this information may 
not be available until later stages of the investigation. 
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CPSCnet Searches: 

Like all database searches, choosing the right search terms is the key to finding the information you need. Start with 
the obvious: if you're looking for general information on coffee makers, start your search with that broad term. 
However, it is often advisable to use multiple search terms; if you're searching for HABC" brand coffee makers, your 
search will be better focused if you include both terms. If you are actually interested in "ABC" brand model ·123• 
coffee makers, including all of those search terms may produce even more specific results. Start your searches 
broadly, and then narrow the focus as necessary based on the number of hits received. 

DCM Searches: 

The DCM (formerly Section 15 database) contains the records of Section 15 product defect cases, both open and 
closed. If you are beginning a product defect investigation, it will be invaluable to you to know that the Office of 
Compliance has previously investigated the firm or currently has open Section 15 cases with them. If there is a 
current open case involving the same product or similar model, it is critical that you coordinate your investigation with 
the appropriate compliance officer. Note that cases prior to 2013 are not included in DCM and the old Section 15 
database should be searched as well. 

To search the old Section 15 database, click on the Section 15 application. Then click on the "Sec1 s· tab and select 
"CO Quelf from the drop down menu. You will be presented with the following screen: 

c 1+ ... ..,. 
I µzw.@ ji 

g-1~ 1 
, ....--. . 
, Product Cod• r-------------------· l .. 

p::~::r--------0 
H•Z"••'d: ;..--------~---""'-'-'------------ . 

F~fmN•m•, ..---------------------~ 
~ 

\ 

From this screen, you can conduct a query by product, firm name, and other parameters. Using the earlier example 
of a search for a coffee maker product, entering "coffee maker'' will return more than 75 hits. If you narrowed your 
search by also entering a manufacturer name, your search will be much better focused. 

CPSC 360/CPSRMS Searches: 

Instructions for setting a filter using the CPSC 360 Incident Analysis page: 

1. Click on the Incidents link 
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2. Click on the Analysis link 

CPSC 3600 _.,_, t..w ltiodfi i~ .. ,~M .\<W..vs-s I ----
3. Click on the Custom Query link 

CPSC 36Cf ., 

4. Provide a name for the query 
Qatom Query 

Query Name 

: Saved Querio : Select Sawd Query 

~---

I 

View Staie . I Curreml• Used 

5. Click the "Add" link 

6. Then click "Condition· 
"""""'~ 
Que.ry N•...,• J0o w dis..._,. fDf 

S.ved Quwn.• J s.1.ec1: s.. .... d Qu••v 

I ...... a_,. 
3 o. ..... Qw•l'V 

r tc1U"dc NEIS~ O<&la ~ /ltt£6.S d4t.,. Mfl•r ~-""°""' I .a<. 2007 ,.~ 

r. A:~cc-W•d 0.-t"c-

r lnctd•'l1. Oete 

D•ath 0111t• 
r- f1n.t Pl.'bhe.clion Oal.e 

f... l ••" Pubttc•rio" D•t• 
r !"ll'*·"';t Pwbhc .. auon o.t• 

I • I 1 
7. Click the default link 'Document Number' 
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8. Select "Incident Report Type• (or your desired filter option) 
tll5ttitn Query 

Query Nome: j0o not display IOI 

- Re!>ort E-.ct Dalo --Locell 
w""dQu<l 

View St•tel 
r lnclud riaoenl -rt Nu- l007 is C1Jrr•nt/y av•ilabk in CPSC 

r. Rece --- .. ed 0.le 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r Ne"1 ---c-I 

I 
~ Sta Provrtce rume 

riv~Stat.I 

0 ~--~~~~~~·~·----~·--

9. Select the filter conditions 

0 lnpdenr Report Jvpe ~ -4 lttms S..leaed 

•\dd ,.. Un•pecified 

l'1 l'liull'. POlential lnjuty Incident 

r In-Depth 
f;r Deadi 

W HEISS 

10. Ensure all other parameters are acceptable 
.....,s..,. lr..-... .,u_, :::J 
r Mctu6f: ""EISS o.t. ~ ,'11£/SJ.Uw "'-''"~""1>M, fM. i/OfHaetl'r•lld,•.,...bltt1" CPSC 150.J 

• Rtct1 .. -ed O.-.tt 

r t.cldcm Ou.c 

Ot•O..• 
f.tt&f'~O.M IDMI" ... ~ 
l.6nf'w~06Ull 

< ~JdP~Wit:•~O.... 

11. Click the Save Query button 
Custom Query 

Query Name ·. Do not display IDI 

Saved Queries· I Select Saved Query 

View State : I Currenttv Used 

12. View th~~ the successful save 

from f7,i 
mi 

Save Query 

Delete Query 

Query Name: l0o not di1play IOI Save Query II Query has been wved! 
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13. Click 1he OK button 

From j111 s12011 -.: . ;;; 

To l10113 i2011 
i~ 

.Ok 

This query is now applied to the Incident Analysis grid. 
NOTE: The default query will be displayed only when a new session of Internet Explorer is initiated. 

IF you have multiple queries set up, you may select the desired query by following the steps below: 

1. Click on the Incidents link 

2. Click on the Analysis link 

CPSC 36o" 

3. Click on the Select Query link 
CPSC 360° Mr Tt.Jb '-1<..dtm• ~ t'\cln'.,. Cl)n'IOl.uu 8f#ld ~~.u 

~tfQu~t\' ··-Dtf..ufl--

::J I lillSJO#§Jfi!!!~~ ·-~ 

4. Select desired querx 
CPSC 360 ,,,, .... ~''°""' a""""' ·~- eo...-.... t ..... i. ... _ 

!;(""1'5 JI<- C!l<l•flJl'lll" t>JfQ<\ I 

P1oo1oll5(~1~i - 111 -Z- 1 -;·-;·-;·-z-1 

r 

r 

I 

.. .._ 
Proowct Cods HR U.se 

JJl:!2.l.2.lli llh61!!:Jaea:l 
rtcH:t 1111t>l!fl-e0 't>O~ 

~ lll6•~~"'1 ---:c... ._o_,. 

5. The system sorts the data in the grid appropriately. 

"' 

I. 
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6. Please note the 'Applied Query" setting. 

CPSC 36Q0 
Mr Taus 111Ciclenn RePocts Admin CQNPltam:e Sund ln•utigati"" 

Removing a query from the list: 

1. Click on the Incidents link 

2. Click on the Anars link 

CPSC 360° ~ fuk! ~ci0r 11Y.J1M"t M.l"i~ '~ I 

3. Click on the Custom Query link 
CPSC 360" ., t-· _.._ 

4. Select the desired query from the dropdown list 
Cllotom Qu.,y 

Quuy Nam-e:: jl&tan tRs 

Sa-.ied Queries l•tut IR, . Doloto 

Sel«t Saved Query 
~ age5 v~State 

IS ageS and ul\der r lnciMde NE o .. mC.ttooly 
Ci' Received D Do not d1spl.lv IOI 

• my u.ved query - no IOI 
f'" lncilHnt 0 

("' Oearh D•t 

("" First PublK: 

e No Deaths 

"Product Code 1355, 1556 

C Last P1.1bhc 

("' fl1hut Publ 

" Product Cod• 4 72 
rec.ef1i oubhthed report1. 

iurion D•te 

0 E)t. fuplt1h Ottt Range ~ 

0 And fiat Published Date Range ~ 

s. Ciiek th~ Delete querx button 
Costom Que/Y 

mber In. 2(J()7 ii ''"'~' 

Query Name: lwest IRs Save Query 
~-~~-~~~-r-----~ 

Savr.d Queries: \.La=t..::e:.;st:..;l.;..;R;:.s ________ -t .;;O;;;r.l;r.;te;;;Q;;u:e:ry=:~ 
Select Saved Query Jll 
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6. The tern removes the query from the list 
·~~ ... QI*\' 

I Qoie"f ...,,,. s. Qlooty I 

: ~- (lueriH r-1Selea-Sow __ __ .i"'d=~='V=- -=---:-- -:..;..__:!)=¥ :..=~'::::""::::' U<;-:;-·-"·;,-.,1 
ViowSw• f""-"'rUnd ·3 
r. RtctNtd r>ate 

r Incident: Date 

r Ou.th Due 
r fitst PubUabOfl Datt I Dai. R..ngR i1 
r LHt P\lb&Kanon O.tit 

r Hu ct Publtcation O.u: 

Injury or Potential Injury Incident (IPID Database: 

This database includes incident information obtained from a wide range of sources, including hotline complaints, 
website reports, letters, and news clippings. These reports are received from individual consumers or consumer 
groups, coroners, medical examiners, fire and police departments, and States Attorney General offices from across 
the nation. There are various screens available to search IPII, but the only way to search for records involving a 
particular product is to use the IPII Multi-Fields Selection." The other screens are used when you are looking for a 
particular incident and you know either the document number or task number. 

To begin an JPII search, click on the EPIR application. Then select IPII from the "Reports" menu. Then select "Multi· 
Fields Selection." You will be presented with the following screen: 

A date range is required for every search. Use either "date received" or "date entered." (Every record has both a 
"date received" and a "date entered," but not every record has a "date injured.") Whatever date you decide to use, 
you should always include your search criteria and the date the search was run with your results. If you decide to 
include a product code(s) in your search, consider checking the annual Comparability Table (available at 
http.1/www.cpsc.gov/neiss/comprable.pdf} robe sure that each product code has been in use during the entire date 
range that youte looking at. Jn order to include incident data from Sedion 15 reports and retailer reports, you should 
check Yes in the field labeled "Restrided" - this includes all Y.<focuments. 
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If your investigation involves an incident involving a product which has previously been recalled but which has a 
serial number or model number outside the scope of the recall, you may want to consider a "date entered~ date 
reflecting the day after the recall was issued to the present date. This will limit the search results to only those 
complaints received after the recall was issued. 

Be careful not to be overly restrictive when searching on manufacturer and/or brand names. For instance, you may 
wish to avoid searching for a lengthy model number - these are often reported and/or entered in different ways. You 
might not want to search on model numbers at all; model numbers are less likely to be reported accurately (if they're 
reported at all). Conversely, model names can produce more useful search hits because they are both easier to 
remember and easier to type (since typos are more obvious). Please be aware that Product ID (manufacturer name, 
retailer name, model name or number) is not included in the narrative field, so when searching for this kind of 
information, always check HManufacturer/Model." You can use parts of words or model numbers, and in many cases 
that is the best approach. 

Following is an example of a typical IPll search: You are asked to conduct an in-de th investi ation as a follow-up to 
an incident report indicating that on March 24, 2008, the lid of a consumer's (b)(3):CPSA ection 6(b) offee 
maker melted, posing a potential burn and fire hazard. There are a variety of basic searches you could undertake; 
this quick example is designed to show the wide parameters you could consider when doing your own searches. As 
described earlier, a date range is always required. For the purpose of this example, the "date entered" range covers 
three years from the date you are conducting your query. The product code for electric coffee makers is 0217, and 
that is entered. Out of curiosity, you decide to find out how many electric coffee maker complaints have been 
received in the past three years, and find hundreds of records. 

EliCii;S::=.a ~~ > 
Dates (1 rec1ulred - Use MM/DD/VY'Y'Y forrnaC) '1. - ·~-H ' I """"""' I .. """"""" I ... I ~ 

Oaea Rec-d : oo,oo..uoo:i To I 00,00,.0000 I .{;I_-. I ! 
u•a lnllned : CXJAlCMlOOO To OCl/OOJ\'.IOOJ -4' 

PrJmerv Salecdon -I' 
ts- : c=J Stale :c=:J Area orr1ce : c=:J j. 

• sow-ca : c=J TMJe Of Contact : [ J Sex: c=J ~ ""-. 
, Pn>duc:t : ~To c=J C=::J To c=J c::=J To~ 

Ao& :,----, To ,----, r lnc-e llnknown jlge (0) -h qe Range ~ 
. l___J l___J r Unkn..-> jlge (0) OM.. Y · 

j Hozord T-: c=J lnj coc1o:c=J Work Retatad: c=:J ConftTmod:L __ .., 

E~r::=;;:::r;& 
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Obviously, a more specific search is necessary. You decide to add the manufacturer name and nter just "Bunn" 
because this will include any longer variations of the manufacturer name, including (b)(3):CPSA Remember to 
check the "manufacturer/moder box, and "yes" in the •restricted" box. This search returns less than 100 records. 

Dates (1 required • Use MM/DDIYl'YY form.at) - ·· - · ··· j 
Date Entered : I 001251m5 j To j 06f25/2C03 I 

Dille ReceM!d : j OMlOJ((OJ j To j OMJOJtOO'.l j 

Date fr1ured : I_ CICll()OJtOO'.) _ j _ To j Q0,0011'.XXX) j 

.Q.K 

1 Prlmarv Selection I 1.-: CJ State:CJ Areaomce: CJ 

I 
Source: CJ Type or contact: CJ Sex : CJ 

I Procb:t :~ToCJ CJToCJ e=:J roCJ 
Age . r-1 To r-1 r lnclUde Unknown Age (OJ with Age Range 

, 'L___l L___l r Unknown Age (0) OHL Y 

I Hazard T)ll)8: CJ lnj code: CJ WUrk Related: CJ connrmec1:CJ 
l . . --· --·····. ·--· ..... ····--·-··--·- -····· ·-·-·· -... . - --- .... -· . ···----·· ..... ·-· 

1 

I Secondary Selec:tl.--on_ -_ .. ·-· ------, I I Clly: Zip Code: .___ _____ __. 

I ~ Mamlacturer.MoCllll r NerrlllMI I 
ll!BUNN IJ 

r~~-RMtl_-_-_~~,--_--~=--=v..=· =====r=~:~~~~~----~~------____j-~ I 

It might be useful to quickly page through a few of these records to see which Bunn electric coffee maker models are 
generating complaints, and why. Or you could further focus your search. 
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You decide to search for other complaints specifically involving the same model (b)(3):C hat you are current! 
investigating. If you leav~(b)(3) lin your query, the results will include all recor s wit t e term b 3 :CPSA 
Ilfilmlt might be better to remove theRb)'(lname in the manufacturer/model selection area of your query and 
search just for the specific model numfi'et1his search returns just three records, and each of these incidents 
appears to describe a failure similar to the circumstances you are investigating. That search would look like the 
following: 

r Dates (1 required • Use MM/DDIYYYY format) ·· · · 

j Date Entered : I IJ6!25.l2005 j To j 06/25120ll j i 
Date Recellled : I 00.ooJI)))) j To j oo..oo.oo:xi j I 

Date lnjured.:.l OOA:XJ,roJJ j To j OOiOOOOl'.J 1 I 
- -

QK 

rPrlmary Selection Issue: CJ Stale :CJ Area omce: CJ 
Source : CJ TllPll or contact : CJ Sex : CJ 
Product:~roCJ CJloCJ CJro CJ 

Age : 1---i To 1---i r Include Unknown Age (0) with Age Range 
L____I L____I r Unknown Age (0) ONLY 

l Hazard Type: CJ lnJ Code: CJ Work Related : CJ Confinnert:CJ 

:;·::::~--r-Na-.. :~~~~1 -------1 I 
!Cb )(3): I J 

.. ... . ... Restricted r. Yes r No 
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P CLEARINGHOUSE FORMAT . WlTH MFR (onllne, betch) 

r CLEARINGHOUSE FORMAT . WITHOUT MFR (onllne, batch) 

r UEARINGHOUSE COMPRESSED FORMAT . WITH MFR (ba1ch) 

r O.EARINGHOUSE COMPRESSED FORMAT. WITHOUT MFR (batch) 

r USER.DEFINED FORMAT (belch) 

fltMar 

Enter Program Name:.------------------. .d 

r SAVE RESULT SET TO LOCAL DISK • dBese/Spreadaheet Formals (onllne) 

r SAVE SELECTED FIELDS TO LOCAL DISK • Fixed Length Text Format (onllne) 

IC l'D9 ;l .··. · .•y,. 

l l IPll Report .With Manufacturer 

Oearinghouse Format • With Manufacturer 
Reported Incidents 

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 
National lnjuiy lnfonnadon Oearlngho111e 

Tasll lkmller : 

6/2312C03 

Page 1 

Issue : 10 Docwnenl Numbef : lil5COOJ6A 

Date ReceM!d : 12Al61.!00S 
CMy: FRff SOI. 

Conf1nied: Y Dale Enlered : OU13/2006 

• 

Source: o 
Prod: 217 
Prod: 4063 

Slate : Ml Zip; 49411 Date Nolfled : 02128/2006 ( Y )' 
Type ()( Contact : 21 CONSJ..t,ER OOM'l.AMS 

EUCTRIC COFFEE MAl<ERS OR TEAPOTS 

PNE!.90AADS. CfiCLIT BftEl.Kl!RS, Ofcrs. OR FUSES 

Dale Injured ; 12.()2!2005 0 Wort! Relaled : N 
Age ; o Sex : o W<NON! 

Disposition ; 0 Qofl() N.U!Y Hal TllP8 ; , FIRES ""'° FLAMES 

::J~2~~~~7b~ Screened? : 

NarratMI : 
AN flfClRIC COin£ MAKER f ALED TO WORK. T~ OfCI CU T£T THAT THf 
lNT WAS PLOOGED N .-i.so TRf'Pa) Off. TH: WRMl NSllE TH: COf1'Cf 
MtJ<ER WAS FOLM> Ma TED & El.ACX. NO NJ.RV. FRE HAZARD . ... 

~--------------------------------.. ---------
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Reporting: The results of the product history search will be reported in summary fashion on an attached Product 
Search History form. The form should be attached as the very last page in your in-depth investigation report via the 
separate Product Search Historytab in IFS. This form is not included as a listed attachment. An example is shown 
below; the form is available on the field Share Point portal. A 10-minute training video is also available in Share Point. 

fil25I08 t conduc!8d a -m or~ 1S dalabase for th (b )(3 ): CP 
orporauon concenq ttietr model li!2.ll1LJelectnc colree mall:er. 

(b)(3):C involves !his same model, and for a similar safety safety issue. 

I also cheded IPll and found Iha! three similar consumer complaints - received 
tween fi/25/05 and fi/26/Dlt 

I I found a alftlllaFit inllolving a pot-!llmll;;ir failure inllolving lhe &m's model 
(b)(3): coffeemaker 

U.S. CO~SU:\IER PRODt:CT SAFETY 
COl\Il\USSIO~ 

\V ARNING - INTERNAL USE ONLY 

Do not l't'lnsr this information outsidt CPSC 

These searches need not be lengthy; they are meant to provide you with some preliminary investigative insight into 
the manufacturer and product you are investigating. As with all potential product defect investigations, you should 
discuss investigations that are suggestive of the need for immediate Compliance activity with your supervisor. 
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Chapter 6 - Telephone Interviewing Procedures 

Conducting an In-Depth Telephone Investigation: 

If an in-depth telephone follow-up is appropriate, use the pre-incident, incident, post-incident, and product information 
line of questioning. The narrative does not have to be written using the headings pre-incident, inddent, and post
incident, but the narrative should be written in chronological order and should include a sequential account of all 
factors relevant to the incident. If a guideline has been developed for that product area, it should be referred to 
before the investigation is started. Sometimes a questionnaire has been created for the telephone interview; in those 
cases, follow the questionnaire format. Major points to be addressed should include, but are not limited to: 

Pre-Incident. 
1. Victim's general activity prior to the incident. 
2. Victim's familiarity with the product (e.g., number of times used). 
3. Victim's physical condition (e.g., eyeglasses) and emotional state (e.g., angry, tired, etc.) before the 

incident, including the use of alcohol and drugs. 
4. Environmental conditions, including light, noise, moisture, weather, ventilation, etc. 

Incident. 
--1.- Victim's activity at the moment of the incident. 

2. Victim's position in relation to the product at the time of the incident. 
3. If victim had used the product before, what was different this time, including any unusual circumstances 

such as distractions, environmental conditions, etc. 
4. Description of incident, including causal factors and resulting injuries, if any. 
5. Photographs from official reports, if available. 

Post-Incident. 
1. Victim's actions following the incldent. 
2. Medical treatment, including extent and severity of injury, if any incurred and medical test results, if 

applicable. 
3. Handling of the product following the incident. 
4. Any changes in procedures or practices following the incident. 
5. Tests on product or environment. 

Product Information. 
1. Identification of product, including brand name, model number, serial number, place purchased, date of 

purchase, and manufacturer. If an ATV or UTV is involved, please include the Vehicle Identification Number 
(VIN) whenever it ls known. 

2. Condition of product before and after incident, including maintenance and any modifications to the product. 
3. Presence or absence of safety devices. 
4. Warning labels, operating instructions, conformance to any standard, etc. 
5. Photographs of the product from official reports if available. 
6. Disposition of product. 
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Telephone Questionnaire Follow-up: 

If a telephone questionnaire or data record sheet is to be completed, attempt to obtain answers to as many questions 
as possible. Each question should be asked of the respondent in the same manner as stated in the questionnaire. 
Report the response in the space provided using the respondent's actual words whenever possible. Also include 
qualifying terms used by the respondent such as "I think ... ," "It could have been ... ," "It was probably ... ," "I was told 
that.. .. " If multiple respondents are involved, clearly identify the respondent for each statement. 

In some instances, the respondent will provide the investigator with answers to the questions before the question is 
asked. In these instances, the question should still be asked again, but in an altered manner. For example, if the 
respondent stated during the initial discussion: "!was riding an XYZ vehicle ... ," you could ask a question later, 
pertaining to the type of vehicle as follows: "You indicated earlier that you were riding an XYZ vehicle, is that 
correct?" 

If the respondent should abruptly terminate the discussion, information provided by him earlier in the interview may 
be used to answer questions that had not yet been asked. Do not use information from the surveillance source or 
document unless the source document is an officlal report (Le., death certificate, Medical examiners, fire or police 
reports) to answer questions in the questionnaire or data record. 

If the questionnaire does not provide sufficient space for the response, use additional sheets, or report the 
information in a summary narrative that should accompany all questionnaires/data records. The space provided for 
answers should not In any way cause the investigator to limit the amount of detail that he/she would otherwise report 
on the incident. 
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Chapter 7- On-Site Investigations 

Scheduling an On-Site Investigation: 

After identifying yourself and the purpose of the call, the investigator should ask a series of questions about the 
incident based on the surveillance information that accompanied the assignment. The response to these questions 
should confirm the accuracy for the surveillance data, and allow the investigator to make a decision regarding the 
level of follow-up. 

One of the factors to consider is whether the product is available for examination. If examining the product is 
appropriate, inform the respondent that you would like to conduct an on-site investigation to examine the product and 
reconstruct the incident situation. Schedule a time that is convenient to both the respondent and you. Ask the 
respondent to retain the product and any evidence of the incident, including a copy of the purchase receipt, for the 
scheduled on-site. The respondent should also be requested to locate any literature related to the product, such as 
the owner's manual, assembly instructions, repair receipts, and packaging/labeling. 

If the on-site is scheduled several weeks in advance, the investigator should confirm the appointment a few days 
before the scheduled visit. 

If the Incident Investigation Assignment Instructions specify that the investigation should be conducted on-site, but an 
on-site is not conducted for any reason, then the investigator must mention in the investigation report why an on-site 
was not able to be conducted. (This includes instances where the investigator has received verbal direction from the 
assignment requestor that differs from the !netdent Investigation Assignment Instructions. Another example is if the 
investigator meets with the consumer at a location other than where the incident occurred.) 

Introduction to an On-Site: 

First, explain to the victim or respondent the importance of an ON-SITE visit for their particular incident, emphasizing 
the value of collecting detailed information and documenting their incident situation. If the respondent realizes and 
appreciates the need for this visit as it relates to this particular situation, he/she will be more specific, more tolerant, 
and provide more assistance in gathering the incident information. 

Collection of Data: 

Have the respondent briefly describe the incident in his/her own words. This description will give you a general 
understanding of the incident situation. However, do not let the respondent go into detail at this time. Try to control 
the discussion so that you can collect the data in an organized manner and minimize repetitive information from the 
respondent. 

After you have a general understanding of the incident situation, let the respondent know that you would like to break 
the incident down into the same categories followed in a telephone investigation. This information will let the 
respondent know how you will be covering the incident and should provide for more precise answers. 

Next, ask the respondent to show you the incident scene. You will want to collect as much of the information at the 
actual scene of the incident as possible. 
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Pre-Incident. The pre-incident sequence establishes the relationship between the victim, the product, and the 
environment just prior to the incident. It sets the stage by describing all circumstances that combined to produce the 
incident. The pre-incident sequence includes, but is not limited to, information describing: 

1. Victim's activities prior to the incident. 
2. Victim's familiarity with the proper operation of the product. 
3. Number of times the victim had performed this particular operation. 
4. Safety precautions that the victim may have taken prior to the incident. 
5. Victim's awareness of the potential hazard prior to the incident. 
6. Victim's physical condition, including the need for glasses, hearing aid, or other devices. 
7. Victim's emotional state including the consumption of alcohol, drugs, etc.; the involvement of fatigue, etc. 
8. Environmental and related factors, such as lighting, surface friction, spacing of furniture, location (indoors or 

outdoors), weather conditions, terrain, visibility, obstacles, etc. 
9. The victim's age and gender should be placed in the narrative section. 

Incident. The incident sequence is a very specific, sequential account of all relevant factors at the precise time the 
incident occurred. This section includes information describing the following: 

1. The victim's exact movements and activities at the time of the incident. 
2. The relative position of the product and the operator. 
3. Unusual circumstances which may have contributed to the incident (distractions, environment, etc.) 
4. Operating procedures being followed at the time of the incident. 

This information can be easily collected by having the respondent re-create the incident situation. Re-creating the 
incident should always be done when there is a product failure unless doing so would be a potential hazard or cause 
undue emotional distress to the respondent. The victim's position in relation to the product(s) should be closely 
observed and documented. 

Post-Incident The post-incident sequence is a description of the events immediately following the incident. This 
section includes information describing the following: 

1. Actions of the victim and/or any by-standers immediately after the incident. 
2. First aid and/or emergency medical treatment that was administered. 
3. Severity of the injury, including any permanent impairment that may have resulted. 
4. Demographic and injury data for persons other than the most seriously injured victim. 
5. Subsequent action taken to prevent this type of incident from occurring again. 
6. The investigator should ask the respondent if the manufacturer or retailer were contacted and the answer 

should be documented in the narrative. If a follow-up visit is made to the retailer by the investigator, this 
should be noted on the Contacts List. In this section, the investigator should go into detail with the actual 
name, address, and contact information of the retailer and include any additional product information 
obtained. If a product defect is suspected, the investigator may also try to contact retailers who may have 
sold the same product(s) (i.e., model number) and ask about other complaints received from other 
consumers in this same section. 

7. Whether the product has been modified or repaired, and whether the product is still in use. 

The post-incident section should also include information from additional sources such as fire and police reports, 
results of legal actions, etc. The investigator should not analyze or give their opinion of a product hazard or failure in 
the investigation. If the respondent provides an opinion as to why the product failed, the investigator should include 
the opinion in the report, stating that this was the respondent's opinion. 
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Product Information. Product information describes any and all data available on or about the product(s). Be certain 
to identify all manufacturers when a product contains components identified as coming from multiple manufacturers. 
This section includes: 

1. Brand name and, if available, the name and address of the manufacturer. The brand name should be in 
bold print. 

2. The model number and serial number. 
3. The principle dimensions of the product. 
4. Materials used in the construction of the product, and their condition, age, and disposition. 
5. Operating or cautionary instructions present~ on or included with the product. 
6. Controls and/or safety devices on the product or included with it, and any removal, altering, or modification 

of these devices. 
7. Repairs, modifications, and general condition of the product prior to and immediately after this incident, 

including information from rhe repair services or retailer. (If the repair shop has information about similar 
problems, include this data on a separate sheet behind the investigation report so that it can be easily 
redacted.) This information should be documented in the investigation report. 

8. Source from which the product was purchased, borrowed, or rented. If there was a product failure, the 
investigator should attempt to visit the store where the product was purchased in an attempt to find 
additional product information. 

9. If a product has been recalled, the recall number should be referenced in the investigation report. 
10. If multiple products are involved (e.g., a hair dryer and an outlet), information on the additional products 

should also be obtained. 

Data Record Sheet. If a data record sheet is anached to the product investigation guideline, it should be completed. 
The data record sheet essentially collects very specific information in a consolidated manner. Many of the details are 
very specific to the product involved and may or may not have been considered by the investigator. Occasionally, 
some of the information will not be available; it is important for the EXHR analyst to know that an effort was made to 
gather the unavailable information and that it was not simply overlooked. Investigators differ in their reporting styles 
and the data record sheet is a tool to streamline the essential incoming information so as to enable automated data 
entry for subsequent analyses. Data Record Sheets should include the Exhibit number and task number header as 
specified in Chapter 8 of this manual. 

If there is no information at all gathered during the course of the investigation that can be used in completing a data 
record sheet, you need to include a statement to that effect within the narrative of the report. If any information, no 
matter how minimal, is filled in on a data record sheet, then the entire data record sheet must be completed. In these 
cases, it is permissible to fill in the unknown or non-applicable information with "unknown" or "NIA." 
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Completion of Body Chart Diagram: 

A body chart diagram may be included as part of the report to provide a graphic depiction of an injury (for instance, 
with a burn victim to illustrate the body areas that were burned.) Be certain to show the injury on as many views of 
the body chart diagram as needed. If a death report is collected while conducting an investigation and a diagram 
already exists, then a separate body chart is not necessary. In many of the investigations requested, there was no 
injury, and therefore a diagram may not be necessary. On this body chart diagram: 

1. Complete the 11location of injury" and "JD! task numbertt sections at the top of the body chart diagram. 
2. Indicate the location of the injury or injuries on the body chart diagram. label the area indicated with the 

diagnosis. 
3. Indicate burn injuries by covering the body area involved with the appropriate markings, as shown in the key 

for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd degree burns. 
4. Use the space between body positions to sketch a close-up of the body part involved to show details of the 

injury. 
5. Complete a separate body chart diagram for each victim in a multiple victim incident. Position the charts in 

decreasing order of the severity of injury. label the charts "Victim 1," "Victim 2," etc. 
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Body Chart Diagram 

Location of Injury:----------------------

Right Back Front Left 

1° Burn 2° Burn 3° Burn 

Key for Burn Cases: • • m 
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Photographs: 

Photographs should be taken/obtained on all on-site investigations, and any other type of investigation where 
appropriate. Include several photos of the product and the environment. If possible, include photos showing the 
relationship between the position of the victim and the position of the product at the time of injury. Photographs are 
imaged and transmitted as part of the complete ID! report. See Chapter 8 for more Information on photographs. 

Be certain that the photographs illustrate the following: 
1. The size of the product by including a ruler or object of known size. 
2. A close-up of any part of the product that is the suspected cause of the incident or source of the injury. 
3. Overall views of the product from different angles. 
4. Identification nameplates and/or markings, warnings, and cautionary labels. 
5. The location (environment) where the incident occurred. 
6. The relationship between the victim and the product, if possible, by having the victim/witness reconstruct the 

incident situation, providing a reconstruction is not hazardous. (Do not include the victim's face or any 
identifying features in the photograph.} 

7. Each individual photograph should be separately labeled and numbered according to the sequence of 
events. Identify each individual photograph with a unique identifier (e.g., Photo 8-1, Photo B-2, etc., for 
photos in Exhibit B) and ensure that the Task Number and Exhibit Number are on each page. 

8. (Do not "photo-shop" several pictures together to create one new picture.) 
9. The investigator should check photographs prior to leaving the on-site investigation to make sure that the 

images are clear. 
10. Include the total number of individual photographs included in each exhibit in the list of Exhibits. 

Diagrams: 

Prepare diagrams wherever practicable. Well-prepared diagrams with accurate dimensions and measurements help 
clarify the relationships between victim, product, and environment, and help establish relationships between points of 
interest at the scene of the incident. Diagrams also provide valuable information when photographs are not possible. 
Be certain to discuss all diagrams in your narrative and to put the identifying task number on each diagram. 

Additional Information Sources: 

If the assignment involves an incident where a local agency (e.g., fire department, police, gas/electric utility, or 
medical examiner) conducted an on-site investigation, then contact that agency. Locate the individual who 
conducted the investigation and discuss the incident with him/her. Obtain a copy or the report and any photographs 
or other documentation that may have been prepared or obtained. Finally, if a product has a potential product defect, 
contact the repair service and/or retailer if involved, for information on the problem(s) associated with the product in 
question or on like products. 

Some local/state agencies can only provide information requested under a subpoena. If this occurs, contact an 
attorney in the Office of General Council {OGC) for guidance. Likewise, if a repair service or retailer does not wish to 
cooperate, obtain guidance from the Office of Compliance. 

If the case involved a fire and most of the fire department evidence is destroyed, including the product, try to 
determine the insurance company who had coverage on the building. Contact the agent for information on the 
causal factors. They usually make a concerted effort to determine cause (product) so they can subrogate the claim if 
possible. In many instances, the agent may have obtained specific product identification and causal information. 
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Reports and documents obtained from additional information sources should not be purged of victim identities, unless 
specifically directed to do so in the assignment instructions. The Clearinghouse is responsible for purging victim ID 
from all documents before releasing the investigation report. 

Information collected from additional sources on incidents associated with similar products should be sent to 
Compliance in memo form and not made part of the investigation report. A copy of all memos sent to Compliance 
should be sent to EPDS as an attachment to the originating task assignment. 

The CPSC Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) exemption authority is spelled out in a 
Federal Register (FR) notice. The FR notice is what you provide medical facilities if they cite HIPAA concerns when 
you request medical records. You can use the text below in your written request to introduce the FR as some 
healthcare providers may need or expect an explanation of the FR notice. The text can be a stand-alone 
letter/email/fax or you can incorporate it into your regular official request. The Office of General Counsel has 
approved this exact language, so do not alter the text of this paragraph. 

The attached "Public Health Authority Notification" was published in the Federal Register on March 3, 2014. 
The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) published this notice to inform hospitals and other 
health care organizations of CPSC's status as a "public health authority" under the medical privacy 
requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HI PAA). Therefore, CPSC 
is entitled to receive protected health information from hospitals and other health care organizations without 
written authorization or consent. Please see the attached notice for further information. If you have any 
questions, please contact me or Melissa Buford, CPSC Office of the General Counsel at 301-504-7636. 

Product Specific Guidelines: 

Approximately 135 product specific guidelines have been developed to assist investigators in collecting key 
information. Investigators should always check for a guideline on the products implicated in every incident assigned 
for investigation. Whenever available, the guideline(s) should be used to obtain the incident data. If a product 
specific guideline is not available, a guideline on a related product or the "general" guidelines discussed earlier in this 
chapter (pre-incident, incident, post-incident, product approach) should be used to obtain the incident data. 

Instructions in the guidelines do not replace or supersede investigation requirements/instructions found in this manual 
unless affirmatively stated otherwise in the guideline or the Incident Investigation Assignment Instructions. 

If additional information is needed to understand the operation of the product(s) or the hazard(s), consult websites, 
texts, product brochures, catalogs, fact sheets, etc. for the desired information. Search out a friend or acquaintance 
who is familiar with the product(s). Finally, visit a store or dealer/distributor that handles the product(s) for 
information on the use and operation. Dealers are usually very helpful in this regard. 
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If the guideline or other information available does not adequately address your questions or concerns, contact the 
EXHR staff or compliance officer responsible for that product area and discuss the situation with him/her. 

Responsible analysts by This listing of EPHA staff 

product/hazard area for responsibility can be found in 
All Public Folders!EXHR!Hazard Anal~sis Produd Area Outlook in the Hazard Analysis EXHR assignments 

Product Area subfolder at: 
Responsible compliance This listing of Compliance staff 

CPSCnet > Comeliance and Reid Oeerations > officers by product/hazard responsibility can be found on 
Division of Field Investigations> Shared Documents> area for Compliance SharePoint (field) in the shared 
Comeliance Org_ and Product Area assiirnments documents area at: 

Sample Collection for Evaluation and Analysis: 

Sampling a product(s) is based on the requirements set for you by the analyst in the assignment instructions or in the 
Criteria and Rationales. When you sample a product(s), CPSC will test, inspect, measure, or examine the product(s) 
involved in the incident. For instance, a product may fail and cause a fire. CPSC engineers will want to examine the 
incident sample to determine the cause of the failure and to determine if it is a design defect or a one-of-a-kind 
situation. Therefore, collect the product(s) as a sample based on the information given to you in the assignment 
instructions or the Criteria and Rationales. 

If, during the course of your investigation, the requirement to collect a sample changes from what the assignment 
instructions indicate (e.g., the investigator talks with the compliance officer who decides a sample is no longer 
needed), then the investigation report must address the inconsistency between the request for a sample and the lack 
of sample collected. (E.g, "In discussions with the assigning compliance officer, it was determined that a sample was 
no longer needed.") 

Collection. In most cases, the failed consumer unit (the "inodent sample') should be collected. If the failure involves 
a regulated product, an official sample should be collected from a retailer (an "exemplar sample') for full testing. The 
compliance officer and your supervisor should be contacted if you are unsure as to whether the incident sample 
and/or an exemplar sample should be collected. There may be cases where only part of the unit is necessary for 
testing purposes, and this should also be discussed with the compliance officer. If the consumer unit is not available, 
discuss with your supervisor and compliance officer whether you should attempt to collect an exemplar sample from 
a retailer. When either the incident sample or an exemplar sample is collected, a sample collection report should be 
attached as an exhibit to the completed !DI. 

Sample Documentation. If a sample is to be collected, proceed as follows: 

1. Refer to Order 9010.36, Domestic Sample Collection for procedures. Issue a Receipt for Sample and offer 
payment for the product. 

2. Inform the consumer that the product will not be returned, and that the product may or may not be tested. In 
rare instances, a sample will need to be "borrowed" from the consumer. Before doing so, make 
arrangements with the headquarters staff to assure that the sample is returned. Borrowing samples is 
discouraged. 

3. Include the task number of the case in block 5 of CPSC Form 166. 
4. Attach a copy of the Sample Collection Reportto the investigation report. 
5. Include the sample number and a description of the sample in the investigation report under product 

information. 
6. Indicate the sample number in box 22 on Form 182. (See Chapter 8.) 
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Authorization for Release of Name (On-Site): 

Securing an authorization for release of name should be approached differently during an on-site than during a 
telephone follow-up. Therefore, the following approach in connection with an on-site investigation is suggested. 

Incident Reports Received Without Restrictions. If the case was identified through a news clip, consumer complaint, 
or a governmental referral, ask the respondent (if he or she is the victim) if the CPSC may disclose his/her name to 
the manufacturer of the involved product and to others requesting information on that product. Explain that CPSC 
shares this information with the manufacturer so that they become aware of these injuries and the investigation 
findings. In some cases, the manufacturers would like to re-contact the victim for additional information, and 
therefore need the victim's name and address. Do not ask other respondents other than the victim/complainant for 
permission to release their names. 

If the victim does not object to the disclosure of his/her name, prepare an "Authorization for Release of Name' form, 
CPSC Form 322. (See below for a copy of this form.) Check the box indicating this authorization and have the victim 
print his/her name, and then sign and date the document on the lines provided. The investigator should provide a 
copy of the form to the victim (either by mailing or providing a duplicate copy). When completing the Epidemiologic 
Investigation Report Form (CPSC Form 182), check the appropriate boxes in Item 24 and include the signed 
permission document with the investigation report as an attachment. Do not purge the victim's identification from the 
document. 

If the consent was granted verbally, the narrative of the report must include a statement such as" The respondent 
indicated verbally that her contact information could be released to the manufacturer only." In situations where there 
are multiple respondents, the statement should describe the respondent in some way, so that it is clear which 
respondent granted the permission (for example, parent of victim, consumer, etc.). If block 24 on the Form 182 has 
"yes' or "yes for manufacturer onlj' and the required supporting statement in the narrative or the Release of Name 
form is not included in the report, the report will not be accepted when reviewed by EPDS staff. 

If the victim does not permit the release of his/her name, so indicate on the CPSC Form 182. Do not purge victim ID 
that is in the attached documents (e.g., assignment instructions, official records, etc.). Have the victim complete/sign 
the form. If the victim/respondent refuses to sign the form, but gives a verbal response, the investigator should note 
this on the Release of Name form, use the appropriate code on Form 182, and include a statement to such effect in 
the narrative of the report. 

If only officials are inteNiewed for the !DI (e.g., no victim or consumer was contacted), no release of name form is 
required to be submitted with the report. Be sure, however, to check the "no" button on Form 182. 
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November 2016 

Authorization for Release of Name, CPSC Form 322 

U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission 

Authorization for Release of Name 
Thank you for assisting us in collecting information on a potential product safoty problem. 

The U.S. Consmner Product Safoty Corrunission d.;.-pends on concem<:!d people to share product 
safoty infom1ation with U'5. We maintain a record of this information, and ll.'SC it to nssist us in 
identifying and resolving product safety concern,;. 

We routindy forward this infonnation lo manufacturers and private labelers to infom11hem of 
the involvement oflhcir product in an incident situation \Ve also give the information to others 
requesting infbrmation a bout specific products. Manufacturers need the individual's natue so 
that they can obtam additional infonnation on tlie product or incident situation. 

Would y0u please indicak on the bottom of this page whether you will allow us to disclose 
your name? If you request that your name remain confidential, we will, of course, honor that 
request. After you have indicated your preforence, please sign your name nnd date the document 
on the lines provided. 

D 
D 

I request that you do not release my name. My identity is to remain 
confidential. 

You may release my name to the manufacturer but I request that you do 
not release it to the general public. 

D You may release my name to the manufacturer and to the public. 
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The Permission to Disclose Name section of Form 182 (block 24) is specifically for the disclosure of the name of the 
victim or the complainant. If a respondent other than the victim/complainant asks that his/her name not be disclosed, 
please include this information on the Contacts list. Always check "no" when you only obtain information from 
officials. Always attach the Authorization for Release of Name form when it is used. If the authorization is requested 
(or denied) verbally, include this information in the narrative of your report. When respondents indicates that they do 
not want information they've provided to be disclosed, use the Confidential Data Warning cover sheet and specify on 
the cover sheet exactly which attachments are to be considered confidential. 

Incident Reports Received With Restriction. If the case was identified through NEISS, a death certificate, or medical 
examiner/coroner's report (MECAP), the victim's information must not be included in the reports. We have a 
contractual agreement with the hospitals and w~h some states and medical examiners indicating that we will use the 
victim's identity only to collect information on the incident and that after this action has been completed, the victim's 
identity will be excised from all public records. 

Investigators should be aware that a source document designated with a "Y" at the beginning of the document 
number (see Chapter 8) is a restricted source document, and therefore an Official Use Only cover sheet must be 
added to the final report. Official Use Only cover sheets and Confidential Data Warning cover sheets may be used 
when official reports are collected and restrictions on their use are designated by the provider of the reports (e.g., 
police, fire, medical examiners, etc.). See Appendix A and Appendix B for sample of the Official Use Onlycover 
sheet and the Confidential Data Warning cover sheet These two cover sheets may be photocopied and scanned 
into your report in IFS. Electronic versions of these two cover sheets are also available in SharePoint in the shared 
document/field forms and sample letters folder. When using either cover sheet, you must add the IDI task number to 
the cover sheet. When using the Confidential Data Warning cover sheet, you must also include which specific 
exhibits require the use of the cover sheet, where applicable. 

Note: the Official Use Only cover sheet is now automatically attached to the !DI through IFS when the source 
document is a "Y" document. 

Authorization to Release Name (Telephone): 

If the investigation was limited to a telephone interview, and did not involve restricted information, ask the victim for 
permission to disclose his/her identity with the same restrictions as above. If he/she gives you verbal permission to 
do so, check the boxes on the Form 182 indicating this authorization. If verbal, indicate this in the narrative or attach 
a copy of the Authorization for Release of Name form to the investigation report. If the authorization is provided 
verbally by phone, the Authorization for Release of Name form does not need to be completed, but the verbal 
permission must be mentioned in the narrative of the report. If obtained verbally, there is no need to also attempt to 
obtain this permission in writing. Do not ask other respondents for permission to release their names, and do not put 
their names in the report If block 24 on the Form 182 has "yes' or "yes for manufacturer onlj and the required 
supporting statement in the narrative or the Release of Name form is not included in the report, the report will not be 
accepted when reviewed by EPDS staff. 

Confidentiality: 

Assure all victims/complainants, except for public officials, that unless they authorize the release of their name, their 
identities will remain confidential and will not be released. Under the Privacy Act of 1974, investigators are prohibited 
from disclosing the names of respondents and are subject to civil suit for any damages that occur as a result of willful 
or intentional action which violates any individual's rights under the Privacy Act. 
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Chapter 8 - Investigative Report Submission and Review Process 

Components of the completed IOI report: 

Since the information is shared with so many, and is the basis for Commission action, the Investigative Report should 
be clear, concise, and presented in a professional manner. Therefore, we recommend that all reports be neatly 
typed (preferably in Times New Roman, Arial, or Calibri font; use of Courier is discouragerlJ, free of misspellings and 
other errors, and grammatically correct. 

In IFS, the components of the report should be uploaded in the following order: 

1. The first page to upload should be the applicable cover sheet (Official Use Onlyor Confidential Data 
Warning), if required. There may be occasions where it is appropriate to include both cover sheets. In 
those instances, upload the Official Use Only cover sheet before the Confidential Data Warning cover sheet. 
Note that the Official Use Only cover sheet is now automatically attached to the ID! through IFS when the 
source document is a "Y" document. 

2. The next upload should be the written narrative report, concluding with the List of Exhibits, followed by the 
exhibits themselves. Be sure to include the Contact List as Exhibit 1. In addition to listing the respondents 
contacted, the Contact List should include the name of victim, victim's date of birth, and ATV/UTV VIN, 
whenever available. All other exhibits, including police reports, fire reports, coroner reports, manuals, 
photographs, and internal CPSC documents (such as the Missing Documents form, Release of Name form, 
or Sample Collection Report} should come next. 

3. Following that, should be any required data record sheets which are completed right in the system by 
selecting the appropriate record sheet. Be sure to fill in the boxes on the data record sheets for the task 
number and exhibit number. 

4. The last upload should be the "Product History Search" if that page is part of the report. The Product 
History Search should not be enumerated in the list of exhibits. 

The list of exhibits at the conclusion of the narrative report should include the number of pages within each exhibit, 
and for photographs should include the total number of photographs in the exhibit. Any and all photographs 
embedded in the narrative must be included in the Photographs exhibit(s}. 

Sample list of exhibits: 
Exhibit A - Contacts lisr (1 page) 
Exhibit 8 - Photographs (9 photos, 7 pages) 
Exhibit C - Police Report (10 pages) 
Exhibit D - Rre Report (4 pages) 
Exhibit E - Product Manual (29 pages) 
Exhibir F - Missing Document form (l page) 
Exhibit G - Release of Name form (1 page) 
Exhibit H Data Record Sheet for Smoke Alarms (4 pages) 
Exhibit! - Dara Record Sheet for Candles (3 pages} 

If photographs are embedded in the narrative of the report, those same photographs should ALSO be included in the 
photographs exhibit. In both the embedded photograph and the photograph exhibit, all photographs must be properly 
labeled and identified. 

All pages of all exhibits should have the task number at the top of the page, along with the exhibit number and "pages 
_of~· for each exhibit. This includes numbering all components of the completed report, with the following two 
exceptions to the requirement to Include the header Information on each page of each exhibit: 
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1. The first page of all data record sheets must contain the Task Number and the Exhibit Number in the boxes 
provided. You do not need to include the header on each page of a data record sheet. The total number of 
pages for the data record sheets must be included in the list of exhibits. 

2. The Product History Search page should never be given an exhibit number, nor listed in the list of exhibits. 

On rare occasions where the header information (task number/exhibit number/page number) does not physically fit at 
the top of a particular exhibit (due to other printed information being at the top of the page), then it is permissible for 
the header information to appear at the bottom of the page for that exhibit only; all other exhibits in the ID! should 
have the header information at the top of the page. 

There may be additional requirements for inclusion of information or documentation into the investigation report from 
case-specific guidelines and appendices. These additional requirements do not replace, but are in addition to, the in
depth investigation requirements found in this manual. 

The incident information collected during these investigations will be reported on or attached to a CPSC Form 182 
and sent electronically to EPDS for review, use, and distribution. 

For a few product areas (e.g., ATVs), you wlll not need to include a written narrative in the Investigative Report. If 
this is the case, there will be direction in the guideline and/or appendix for the particular product letting you know that 
you do not need to complete a narrative. 

Record Vehicle Identification Numbers (VIN) as follows: 
• A TV-related incidents - include the VIN, if known, on the Contacts List page (Exhibit 1) andthe A TV data 

record sheet. Do not put it on the 182. 
• UTV-related incidents - include the VIN on the Contacts List page (Exhibit 1) and in the product information 

section of the narrative of the report. Do not put it on the 182. 

Other points to consider: 
• Never refer to something as an" accident." Use the word "incident' instead.'* 
• Do not include the source document as an exhibit in the Investigative Report. 
• Only use the term "electrocution" or "electrocuted" if the victim died; if the victim did not die, use the term 

"electric shock." 

**Note that, while the 182 itself does use the term "accidenf' in Blocks 4 and 6, you should not use this term and 
instead use the term "incident" when describing the event. We are unable to modify the 182 to remove the word 
"accident" and replace it with "incident." 
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CPSC Form 182 Epidemiologic Investigation Report 

1. Task Number 2. Investigator's ID 

EPIDEMIOLOGIC 
3. Office Code 4. Date of Accident 5. Date Initiated INVESTIGATION 

YR MO DAY YR MO DAY REPORT 

6, Synopsis of Accident or Complaint UPC 

7. Location (Home, School, etc) 8. City 9. State 

1 OA. First Product 1108. Trade/Brand Name 10C. Model Number 

100. Manufacturer Name and Address 

11 A. Second Product 111 B. Trade/Brand Name 11C. Model Number 

11 D. Manufacturer Name and Address 

12A. Hispanic or Latino 126. Race 12C. Race source 

Otl'ter: 

13. Age of Victim 14. Sex 15. Disposition 16. Injury Diagnosis 

17. Body Part{s) 18. Respondent 19. Type of Investigation 20. Time Spent 
Involved (Operatloni I Travel) 

21. Attachment(s) 122. Case Source I 23. Sample Collection Number 

24. Permission to Disdose Name {Non NEISS Cues Only) 

Oves QNo 0 Yes for Manuf. Only 0 Verbal 0 Written 

25. Review Date 26. Reviewed By 27. Regional Office Director 

00/0010000 

29. Distribution 29. SOuri:e Document Number 

CPSC FORM 182 (0112011) OMB No. 3041-0029 
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Completing CPSC Form 182: 

This Form 182 is to be completed whenever the investigator collects any significant information beyond that provided 
in the originating assignment document This includes information collected during either telephone or on-site 
investigations. Some of the blocks of Form 182 are pre-populated based on certain coded information at the time of 
the initial assignment request. If you find, during the course of your investigation, that some pre-populated items are 
not as accurate as they should be, you will need to change the coding prior to submitting the !DI. 

Form Entries. The following instructions review in detail each entry on the Incident Investigation Report Form. Each 
item detailed below is numbered to correspond with the appropriate item on the form. 

1. Task Number. This block is for the 13-digit task number that appeared on the assignment. 

2. Investigator's Identification. This block is for the investigator's (or contractor's) 4-digit ID number. 

3. Office Code. This number identifies the office/contractor responsible for the investigation. 

4. Date of Incident (**Accident). Enter the date the incident occurred using a year-month-day order. If the exact date 
is unknown, at least enter the year of occurrence. If multiple incidents occurred, use the date (year) of the first 
incident. 

5. Date Initiated. Enter the date that you first attempted to contact the victim or a person knowledgeable about the 
incident. Us a year-month-day order. 

6. Synopsis of Incident (**Accident) or Complaint. Provide a brief scenario summarizing the incident and answering 
the questions of who, what, where, when, and how. There are eight lines of text available to you in block 6 so be as 
thorough as possible in the space allotted to encompass the "who, what, where, when, and how" of the incident. The 
scenario should include the victim's age, sex, and location at the time of the incident. Include any treatment received 
and what the final diagnosis was, if known. When applicable and available, include damage estimates. In multiple 
victim incidents, include the ages of the victims not shown in block 12. 

In block 6, do not include statements of unknown information (e.g., the manufacturer of the generator was unknown") 
or your processing information (e.g., collected a sample, sent a letter to the medical examiner, etc.). This information 
is appropriate to include in the narrative of your report, but should not be in the synopsis at block 6 of the 182. 

Example 1: "The victim, 4yof (WHO), received first and second degree burns (DIAGNOSIS) to her chest 
from a fire (IVHAT) apparenrly started by her 4yo brother playing with a cigarette lighter (HOW} in the 
bedroom doset of their home (WHERE). The victim was hospiralized for 2 weeks and released. The brother 
received no mjury. There was an estimated $23,000 damage ro the home (DAMAGE ESTliHATE) and the 
smoke alarm did not sound (SAWKE Al.ARM INFORM A TlON}.· 

Example 2: ·The victim, a 2yom, became entrapped by his neck and head between the martress and 
headboard of a crib. The victim died two days /a/er in a focal hospital due ro asphyxiarion by neck 
compression" 

Include the UPC code, if known, in the space designated in block 6. 

If additional documentation is received after the investigation was submitted and statused complete, EPDS will add a 
short sentence to the synopsis stating that additional documents have been added to the investigation. See chapter 
9 and Appendix E for more information on Addendums. 

Proper names, including people, and product brand names/trade names, etc., along with VINs, should never be 
placed in the synopsis. 
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7. Location (Home, School, etc.). Use the drop down box to enter the place where the incident occurred and its 
appropriate code. Be as specific as possible. Codes for these locations are found below. 

I Location Codes 

To show where the incident haooened, use one of these codes 
Incident Locale Code 
Home 1 
Farm/Ranch 2 
Street or highway 4 
Other public property 5 

I Manufactured (mobile) home 6 
' Industrial place 7 ! 

School 8 
Place of recreation or soorts 9 
Not recor.qe.d 0 

_ Some examples of specific incident sites covered under each incident locale_s_ode are listed beiow: 
Code 1 Home (house, townhouse, apartment, etc.) - Includes: Code 7 tnduSl//al place- Includes: 
Pa1ient's owo home; Someone else's home; Foster home; Rooms Factory: Railway yard; Warehouse; loading platform of laaory or 
inside a home; Porch or patio of a home: Yard or garden of a store; Construction site 
home; Garage oi a home ; Driveway or a home: Sidewalk of a 
house; Farmhouse 

Farm/Ranch - Includes: 
pasture, farm; Barn or other outbuildmg 

Does not include: Farmhouse or driveway, yard, garden, etc., 
immediate surroundin a farmhouse. (See code for Home.) 
Code 4 Street or highway- Includes: 
Highway; Alley; Road (paved, unpaved, etc.); Public thoroughfare 
of any kind 

Code 5 Other public prop1Hty- includes: 
Store; Office building; Restaurant; Church; Hotel or motel; Hospital, 
nursing home, other medical facility; Adult day care facility; 
FratemitylSorority house; Theater; Sidewalk (ex cl. sidewalk of a 

Other blic ro e : Parkin lotslP arkin ara es 

Code 8 Schaal- Includes: 
Children's day care facilities and all types o! schools (nursery, 
elementary, high school. college, business school, etc.) 

Code 9 Pl.ice of recreation or sporrs- Includes: 
Bowling alley; Amusemenl park; Sports fields or stadiums; lake, 
mountain, or beach resort; Park, beach, or recreation area 
(mcludin water) 
Code 0 Not known 

~· Enter the name of the city where the incident occurred. If it occurred in a rural area, enter the name of the 
city used in the mailing address for that location. 
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9. State. Use the drop down box to enter the name of the state in which the incident occurred, and insert its 
appropriate alphabetic code in the space provided. The alphabetic codes for the states are listed below. 

Alphabetic State Codes 

AL -Alabama IN - Indiana NV - Nevada SD - South Dakota 
AK-Alaska IA- Iowa NH - New Hampshire TN - Tennessee 
AZ- Arizona KS - Kansas NI - New Jersev TX - Texas 
AR - Arkansas KY - Kentucky NM - New Mexico UT - Utah 
CA - California LA - Louisiana NY- New York VT-Vermont 
CO - Colorado ME - Maine NC - North Carolina VA - Virginia 
CT - Connecticut MD - Marvland ND - North Dakota VI - US Virgin Islands 
DE - Delaware MA - Massachusetts OH -Ohio WA - Washington 
DC - Washington DC Ml - Michigan OK - Oklahoma WV - West Virginia 
FL - Florida MN - Minnesota OR-Oregon WI - Wisconsin 
GA- Georgia MS - Mississippi PA - Pennsylvania WY-Wyoming 
HI - Hawaii MO - Missouri PR - Puerto Rico 
ID - Idaho MT - Montana RI - Rhode Island FN - Foreign Nation 
IL - Illinois NE - Nebraska SC - South Carolina AA - Not Stated 

10A. First Product. Use the product code search function to enter the NEISS product code for the product involved in 
the space provided. The current NESS Coding Manual can also be found on SharePoint. All product codes on the 
Form 182 should be coded correctly. Be as specific as the NEISS coding allows. For example, if the product is a 
swimming pool, and you know it is an in-ground pool, use the code for bw'lt-in swimming pools, not the swimming 
pools, not specified code. If you are unsure about what product code to use, consult the NEISS Coding Manual 
and/or contact your supervisor. 

Note that sometimes a less specific product code was referenced when the assignment was initiated. If you learn 
during the course of your investigation that a more specific product code is more accurate (see swimming pools 
example above), please use the more specific product code on the 182. 

1 OB. Trade/Brand Name. Provide basic information on the trade or brand name of the product, excluding address of 
the manufacturer, in the space provided. 

10C. Model Number. Include the model number, when available, in this space. By including information on the 
model on the Form 182, it is entered into the computer database and can be used by Compliance, etc. for locating 
cases of interest. 

1 OD. Manufacturer's Name and Address. Use the drop down menu to determine if a manufacturer's address is 
available. If not, provide the manufacturer's name and address, if known, in the space provided. When a product is 
made by a foreign manufacturer, but sold or distributed in the United States, the investigator should enter the US 
importer or manufacturer's information in block 1 OD. If this information is unknown, and the foreign manufacturer 
information is available, enter the foreign manufacturer's information. 

11 A-D. Second Product, Trade/Brand Names, Model Number, Manufacture's Name and Address. Complete exactly 
as noted in 1 OA-D. 

When a second product is mentioned in the report and is related to the incident, then code this product. If this 
second product is a safety device such as a smoke detector or CO alarm, code it whether it was working or not 
working. It is necessary for the epidemiologists to monitor both the successes and the failures of these products. 
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For the second product, if the manufacturer is foreign, give priority to the manufacturer rather than the US importer, if 
known. See instructions for block 1 OD above. If more than two products are involved, include the information on the 
additional product(s) in the narrative, including age and condition, and whether it was examined. 

12A. Hispanic or Latino. Select appropriate answer from the drop down menu. 

128. Race. Select appropriate answers from the drop down menu. 

12C. Race Source. Select appropriate answers from the drop down menu. 

Some people consider being asked their ethnicity and race to be sensitive or intrusive questioning. To 
decrease the likelihood that a face-to-face field investigation becomes uncomfortable, you should ask about 
ethnicity and race at the end of the investigation. 

If someone questions why CPSC needs to know ethnicity and race, you can respond: ucollecting ethnicity 
and race along with other demographic information such as age and gender gives CPSC a better idea of 
who is suffering consumer product-related injuries and can help CPSC in its injury prevention activities:' 

Two questions should be asked of the respondent: 
1. Js the victim of Hispanic or Latino origin? 
2. What is the victim's race? 

When interviewing the victim or a family member, first ask if the victim is of Hispanic or Latino origin, and 
then ask what their race is. Even if the respondent refuses to answer the question regarding 
Hispanic/Latino origin, please continue with the second question and ask the race of the victim. If the 
respondent refuses to identify their race, do not attempt to answer the questions using official documents, 
observation, or other means. If the respondent is confused as to what ethnicity and/or race categories there 
are, you can read the possible answers listed on the next page. In general you should ask the questions 
and note their response. 

If when asked about the victim's race, the respondent answers "Hispanic" or provides a nationality (Puerto 
Rican, French, etc.) or religion, please ask the question one more time, "That is your/the victim's 
ethnicity/nationality/religion, could you tell me what his/her/your race is?" If the answer is the same or the 
respondent refuses to answer, capture the information provided in your notes and do not probe further. 

If you will not be interviewing the victim or a family member, attempt to obtain the answers to these 
questions through official documents. If you are unable to determine Hispanic/Latino origin and race 
through official documents, other documents and knowledgeable respondents may also be consulted. If 
ethnicity and race are on official documents from multiple sources (ex. police report and medical examiner 
report), use the most reliable report based on your experience. 
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Recording Race Information on the Form 182 

The three race fields and their possible responses are: 

12A. Hispanic or Latino 
1 - Yes 
2 - No 
9 - Refused 

128. Race (there is also a free text area for additional detail when 8 - Other is selected) 
1 -White 
2 - Black/African American 
3 -Asian 
4 - American Indian/Alaska Native 
5 - Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 
8- Other 
9 - Refused 

12C. Race Source 
1 - Respondent - self/family 
2 - Respondent - other 
3 - Official document 
4 - Other document 

Only enter responses to the race questions (12A and 128 on the Form 182) in IFS if: you asked the 
questions of the victim or a family member; OR you did not interview the victim or family member, but you 
were able to obtain answers to one or both questions through official documents, other documents, or 
another knowledgeable respondent. 

The responses that you enter for both questions must be based on information obtained from a single 
source. If the respondent was the victim or a family member, the information you enter into IFS must be 
based on their responses, even if they refused to answer one or both questions. If you did not speak with 
the victim or a family member, use the responses from the most reliable source. 

If either question was refused or a nonsensical answer such as "I'm from the Human race" is given, select 
the response "Refused". If either question is unanswered, leave it blank. 

If you were able to obtain an answer to the question about Hispanic/Latino origin, enter the appropriate 
response (yes or no) in IFS. 

For the question regarding the victim's race, please consult the attached listing. If the information you 
obtained matches one of the racial categories or one of the cross-references for nationality, record the 
appropriate racial category from the listing in IFS. 

If the victim was identified as multi-racial or if the information you obtained does not match any of the entries 
in the listing, code the race in IFS as "Other" and enter the specific information in the free text area. 

If the only answer you were able to obtain to the second question (what is the victim's race?) in your 
interview with the victim or a family member was "Hispanic", code race as "Other" and enter "Hispanic" in 
the free text area. If you relied upon official documents or another source for your responses and all you 
know is that the victim is Hispanic or Latino, code race as "Other" and enter "Unknown" in the free text area. 
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The last question regarding race is used to capture the source of the answers to the first two questions. 
You should answer this question if you obtained an answer to either of the first two questions or if the victim 
or parent/guardian refused to answer the questions. For purposes of this question, please consider any 
document that is prepared by or submitted to a local, state, or Federal ~gency to be an official document. 

CPSC NBSS Race Categories 

If the race is stated as 'White", "Black", "Asian", etc., code race to the appropriate category If only the country/region 
of origin is stated, use these guidelines to select the appropriate race category. 

If your source is a document 'Wtlich states "Indian" and the state is AZ, CA, MT, NM, OK, WY, and there is no other 
information on the record regarding the victim's race, then it is categorized as American Indian/Alaska Native. For all 
other states, it is categorized as Asian. 

1-While 
Albanian 
Arab 
Armenian 
Assyrian 
AlJstralian 
Aust nan 
Bosnian 
Cajun 
Canadian 
Caucasian 
Cyprus 
Dutch 
Egyptian 
English 
European 

2 - Black/Afr1£an American 
African American 
Afro-American 
Bahamian 
Barbadian 
Black 
Botswana 
East A!McB 

3-Aslan 
Asian 
Asian American 
Asian Pacific 
Asiatic 
Bangladesh 
Burma 
Cambodian 
Cantooese 
Chinese 
East Asian 

French 
Georgia 
German 
Greek 
Holland 
Hungary 
Iranian 
Iraqi 
Irish 
Israeli 
Italian 
Jordan 
Kuwait 
Lebanese 
Lithuanian 

Ethi~ian 
Fulani 
Haitian 
Jamaican 
Kenya 
Liberian 
Namibian 

East Indian 
Eurasian 
Filipino 
Guyana 
Hindu 
Hmong 
Hong Kong 
India 
Indian' [lrom India) 
lndooesian 

4 - Amwli;an Indian/Alaska NaJlve 
Alaskan American American Indian 
Alaskan Indian Eskimo 

5 - Natlye Hawal!antPac!f!c lslan(!er 
Chamooo Marshallese 
Fijian Micronesian 
Guam Palauan 
Hawaiian Papa New Guinean 

!.::..Q!!l!! 
Biracial 
Combination 

Creole 
Interracial 

Mediterranean 
Middle Eastern 
Montenegro 
Near Easterner 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
North African 
Norwegian 
Palestinian 
PerSlan 
Pai sh 
Portuguese 
Romanian 
Russian 
Saudi Arabian 

Negro 
Nigerian 
Nigritlan 
Somalia 
South African 
Sudanese 
Tobago 

lwo Jiman 
Japanese 
Korean 
Laollan 
Malaysian 
Maldivian 
Mongolian 
Myanmar 
Nepalese 
Okinawan 

Eskimo Indian 
Indian' [from N. America} 

Pacific Islander 
Polynesian 
Samoan 
South Pacific 

Mixed 
More than 1 race 
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Scan din avian 
Sc<Xland 
Serbian 
Slovakian 
Swedish 
Switzerland 
Syrian 
Tur1dsh 
Ukrainian 
United Arab Emirates 
White 
Yugoslavian 

Trinidad 
Ugandan 
West Ameen 
West Indies 
West Indian 
Zaire 

Oriental 
Pakistani 
Punjabi 
Singapore 
Sri Lanka 
Taiwan 
Thailand 
Vietnamese 

Indian Alaskan 
Native American 

Tahitian 
Tokelauan 
Tongan 

Mulatto 
Multiracial 
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13. Age of Victim. Enter the age of the victim. Code in months (preceded by the number "2") if the victim is less than 
two years old. Code in years if the victim is two years old or more. If multiple victims are involved, include the age of 
the first victim in block 13, and the other victims in the narrative of the report (i.e., age, sex, injury disposition). 

If there is no actual injury, just a potential injury, be sure to code as the victim the person most likely to be injured 
from the potential hazard. For example, if a toddler is playing with a toy that breaks into small pieces, the victim 
listed on the 182 should be the toddler, not the toddler's parent who filed the complaint with CPSC. 

Examples of age of victim 

201 = less than 8 weeks 002 = 2 ~ears 078 = 78 ~ears 
206 = 6 months 022 = 22 years 102 = 102 years 
218 = 18 months 045 = 45 vears 000 = not recordedlno victim 

14. Sex. Use the drop down menu to place the appropriate number from the NBSS Coding Manualin the block 
provided to identify the victim's sex. For no victim cases, use Code 0. 

15. Disposition. Use the drop down menu to describe the victim's disposition at the time of treatment. Locate the 
appropriate code on the list to enter it in the block provided. If the party was not injured, select "0-No injury" on the 
line provided. 

Codes for disposition 

-
O =No lniurv S =open 

1 1 =Treated at hospital and released, or examined and 6 =open 
j released without treatment 
; 2 =open 7 =open 

3 =open 8 =Death 
4= Treated and admitted for hospitalization 9 =Unknown 

If an individual is injured while using a consumer product, he is a victim, regardless of whether he received medical 
treatment. 

Example 1: For an incident involving a 3-year-old male child who fell from his high chair, but only bruised his head 
(did no! receive any medical treatment), code as follows: 

Age of victim = 003 
Sex= 1 
Disposirion "injured but not hospitalized"= 1 
In1ury diagnosis 'bruises·= 53 
Body part •head"= 75 

Example 2: If the high chair collapsed, buc the 3.year-old child in rhe chair was not injured, we srill have an incidenr 
situation; and since an individual was directly involved in the incident and could have been injured, we have a victim. The 
case should be coded as follows: 

November 2DJ 6 

Age of vrctim = 003 
Sex: 1 
Disposition "no injury"::: 0 
Injury diagnosis "no inpHylnot staled"= 71 
Body part ·none•= 99 
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Example 3: ff the high chair did not collapse but a mother reported that her son's high chair had lost a bolt and was in 
danger of collapsing, we have a possible victim in that an incident occurred by placing an individual in a possible incident 
situation. Therefore, we would code the victim elements the same as we did in the incident in which che chair collapsed 
but did not injure the child. The case would be coded as follows: 

Age of viaim = 003 
Sex= f 
Disposition •no injury= 0 
Injury diagnosis Hno in;ury!no1 stated"= 71 
Body part "none"= 99 

Example 4: If a consumer reports thac a high chair she examined at a local retailer may be hazardous because it 
appears to be unstable, there is no vialm. This Is merely a complainant's opinion and does not necessarily reflect an 
mC1dent situation. In this report, we would code the viaim elements as follows: 

Age of viaim = 000 
Sex=O 
Disposition "no injury"= O 
Injury diagnosis "no injury/not stated"= 71 
Body pan "none"= 99 

In summary, there must be a product-related incident resulting in an injury or in an individual being placed at a 
possible risk of injury in order to have a victim. 

16. Injury Diagnosis. Use the drop down menu to enter the one to two word description of the most serious injury or 
suspected injury in the space provided. If there are multiple injuries, discuss them in the narrative. If there is no 
injury, use injury diagnosis code 71-0ther!Not Stated. A more comprehensive listing of injury diagnosis coding can 
be found in the NBSS Coding Manual. 

Injury Diagnosis Code Summary 

Diagnosis Code 
Amputation .................................................................. 50 
•Anoxia........... . .................................................. 65 
tAspirated Foreign Object ............................................. 42 
Avulsion ......................................................................... 72 
Burns, scald (from hot llquids or steam) ........................ .48 
Burns. thermal (from flames or 
hot sur1ace) ................................................................... 51 
Burns. chemical (caustics. etc.) ..................................... 49 
Burns, radiation (includes all cell damage by 
ultraviolet light, X-rays. microwaves. laser 
beams, radioactive materials, etc.) ................................. 73 
Burns. electrical ............................................................. 46 
Burns, not specified ...................................................... 47 
Concussions .................................................................. 52 
Contusions, Abrasions ................................................... 53 
Crushing............................................. .. .................... 54 
Dental Injury .................................................................. 60 

Diagnosis Code 
Dermatitis, Coniunctivi!ls ......................................................... 74 
Dislocation ............................................................................... 55 
*Electric Shock ........................................................................ 67 

~~~~i~~e ~~~:'..::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: §~ 
Hematoma .............................................................................. 58 
Hemorrhage ............................................................................. 66 
trngested foreign Object ........................................................ 41 
Internal Organ Injury ................................................................ 62 
laceration ................................................................................ 59 

Z~~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::H 
Strain or Sprain ........................................................................ 64 
•suomersion (including Drowning) .......................................... 69 
Other/Not Stated ...................................................................... 71 

*Code 85 should always be used for body part 
tCode 00 should always be used for body part 
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17. Body Part(s) Involved. Use the drop down menu to list the body part most seriously injured or subjected to injury 
during the incident situation. If there were multiple injuries, discuss that in the narrative. If there is no body part 
involved/injured, use body part code 99-None. A more comprehensive listing of body part coding can be found in the 
NEISS Coding Manual 

Body part codes 

CODE BODY PART 

Head 
E.:ar 
Eyeball 
F:aa:: (indudini: ·~ rlid. •) c "'"""' nost". and for~hrnd) 
Mouth (lnduditlg lips. tooguc and le:dh) 
Ncc:k 
Sbouldcr 
Upper trunk (not 1Dchv1ing sbouldcrs) 

Upper arm 
Elbow . 
tower Arm. {not inc:ludlag elbow or \1Wfst) 
Wrist 
Hmd 
fiagcr 
l.owct'tnmlc 
Publcrqloo 
Uppcrlcg 
XDC'C 
Lower leg (not induding lr:ncc or ankle) 
Anlclc 
Foot 
Toe 

84 25-~ofBody 
85 AD Puts of Body 
87 Not bed 
00 lntcrml 
99 None 

18. Respondent. Identify the individual who provided the most important information in the space provided. Codes 
for respondents are listed below: 
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19. Type of Investigation. Use the drop down menu to place the number in the block that most closely describes the 
type of investigation performed as defined. 

Type of In-Depth Investigation 

Visits the victim at the incident sire, recreating the incident scene and documenting 
On-Site Code= accordingly. Should include incident scenario, product information (including photographs 

Investigations 1 where appropriate), and data on environmental and behavioral factors related to the 
incident. --

Telephone Code= Information is only obtained by telephone. Similar format to an on-site with the collection 
Investigations 2 of in-deoth information or a brief questionnaire used to coiled less detailed information. 

Information is obtained by the investigator by visiting with knowledgeable parties such as 
medical examiner or local officials (police, fire dept .. etc.) to discuss the incident and 

Other Code= obtain copies of select documents, but the investigator did not visit the victim, or did 
Investigations 3 interview/visit the victim/consumer but did not conduct a site visit at the place where the 

incident occurred. This includes interviewing the victimlconsumer at any location other 
than where the incident took place. 

20. Time Spent (Operational/Travel). Enter the number of operations hours, to the nearest half-hour, expended on 
this investigation. This would include time spent preparing for the investigation, conducting the investigation, and 
preparing the report. Enter the amount of time for travel for on-site investigations. 

21. Attachment(s)/Exhibit(s). Use the drop down menu to make note of the type of attachments/exhibits. Jn almost 
all instances, the type of attachments/exhibits should be 9/Muftipf e attachments. 

Type of Attachments/Exhibits 

_l:= Photographs only 5 = Oth~.r (such as a guestionnaire) 
2 = Documents only. Use "2/Documents" when there is 9 = Multiple attachments/exhibits (in both number and 
only a contact sheet included and no other type) 
attachmentslexhibits. 

_3_ = Sample of product (attached to the report) --~= No attachments/exhibits 
4 = Sample of oroduct (submitted separately) 

22. Case Source. Use the drop down menu to describe the case source on the line provided. 

Case Source 

--
00 = Not stated, unknown 07 =Consumer complaint and CPSC hotline 
o 1 = Fire or oolice department 09 = Phvsician's office 
02 = Citv, county, or state health department 10 = Personal contact 
03 =NEISS 11 =Law firm 
04 = Radio or TV 12 =ME CAP/Coroner -
05 = Newspaper 13 = Other case source 
06 =Emergency room other than N!ISS 14 = Death certificates 

23. Sample Collection Number. Enter the sample collection number if a sample was collected. If more than one 
product sample was collected, enter additional numbers under the Product Identification area of the report. 

24. Permission to Disclose Name (Non-NEISS Cases Only). Check the appropriate radio button(s) indicating 
whether the respondent agreed to the release of his or her identity. If you are unable to make contact with the 
appropriate person(s) to grant permission, check "no" rather than leaving all selections blank. 
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Check appropriate radio button(s) to indicate whether permission was written or verbal. If written, attach a copy of 
the signed Authorization for Release of Name form to your report. If verbal. indicate this in the narrative of your 
report. 

If the consent was granted verbally, the narrative of the report must include a statement such as" 771e respondent 
indicated verbally that her contact information could be release to the manufacturer only." In situations where there 
are multiple respondents, the statement should describe the respondent in some way, so that it is clear which 
respondent granted the permission (for example, parent of victim, consumer, etc.). If block 24 on the Form 182 has 
"yes' or "yes for manufacturer onlj' and the required supporting statement in the narrative or the Release of Name 
form is not included in the report, the report will not be accepted when reviewed by EPDS staff. 

25. Review Date. This will be entered automatically by the system. 

26. Reviewed By. This will be entered automatically by the system. 

27. Field Office Director. This will be generated automatically by the system when the supervisor signs off on the 
report. 

28. Distribution. This will be entered by the supervisor. At a minimum, the investigation requestor should be 
included in the distribution of the completed ID!. 

29. Source Document Number. This is automatically generated. 

Narrative: 

In the narrative, relate clearly and concisely the chronological sequence of events associated with the incident. 
Include specific factors concerning the interaction between the victim, the product, and the incident environment that 
may have a relationship to the incident itself. In the event you are assigned to perform an in-depth investigation of a 
"no-injury" incident. look for and relate the POTENTIAL hazards associated with operating that product. 

The narrative must present fact(s) objectively. Do not include your personal opinions or comments, but you can 
include your observations if you identify them as such. Use anonymous terms to describe respondents and their 
addresses, such as victim, mother of the victim, suburban home, fire official, etc. Do not use actual names or street 
addresses. 

The narrative should be arranged in a chronological order (e.g., pre-incident, incident, post-inddent). As you may 
recall, we recommended that you investigate the incident in this order. The investigation does not have to be written 
with the headings "pre-incident," "incident," and "post-incident," but the sequence of events should follow this 
chronological order. Thus, your notes should already be arranged so that your narrative can include the appropriate 
information. 

Be sure to redact a// social security numbers, driver's license numbers, and license plates from all sources. Be sure 
to reference al/of the attachments/exhibits in the narrative. 

The investigator should address any discrepancies between the information supplied by the different respondents or 
discrepancies between the respondents and the attached documentation. Jn addition, when information or 
documentation has been obtained after the investigation has been submitted as complete, any discrepancies or 
additional information should be changed and discussed in the narrative section, if you still have the Word document. 
If you no longer have the Word document, the additional information/documentation should be explained in an 
addendum, which accompanies the additional documentation. The assignment requestor should be notified of any 
changes/additions to the completed investigation. 
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Similarly, any inconsistency between the assignment instructions and the !DI report (e.g., samples requested, on-site, 
etc.) must be addressed in the report 

The investigator should place the product labeling information in the narrative section of the investigation. If a 
photograph of the label clearly identifies all information that would be included in the product labeling section of the 
narrative, it is permissible to embed the photograph of the label in Heu of re-typing the label information in the product 
labeling section of the narrative. 

If an involved product is coded on the Form 182 in block 10 or 11, be sure to describe that product in the narrative of 
the report. Likewise, if an involved product is mentioned in the narrative, it should be coded in block 10 or 11 of the 
Form 182. (If there are more than two involved products, at least two products should be coded on the Form 182.) 

For a few product areas (e.g., ATVs), you will not need to include a written narrative in the Investigative Report. If 
this is the case, there will be direction in the guideline and/or appendix for the particular product letting you know that 
you do not need to complete a narrative. 

Attachments/Exhibits: 

A// social security numbers, driver's license numbers, and license plates on any/a// attachments/exhibits (e.g., 
medical reports, sheriff reports, etc.) must be redacted prior to submitting your report. Be sure to reference al/the 
attachments/exhibits in the narrative. All pages of all exhibits should have the task number at the top, along with the 
exhibit number and pages_ of_ for each exhibit. (This includes numbering all components of the completed 
report, excluding the data record sheets and the Product History Search page. The first page of all data record 
sheets must contain the Task Number and the Exhibit Number in the boxes provided. The total number of pages for 
the data record sheets must be included in the list of exhibits.) 

Death Related Incidents. For incidents resulting in deaths, you should include a copy of the police report and/or the 
coroner's/medical examiner's report with the in-depth investigation report. Most deaths are investigated by the police 
to determine whether foul play was involved. 

Serious Injury Related Incidents. A verbal description of the actual injury is normally obtained directly from the victim 
or eyewitness during the investigation. However, if documentation on the extent, type, or location of the injury is 
needed, the investigator needs to review and copy medical records. The hospital or attending physician may require 
a signed release from the patient before releasing these records. The "Authorization for Medical Records Disclosure" 
form, CPSC Form 170is used for this purpose. (See below for a sample of this form.) Complete this form and have 
the victim or guardian sign it during the interview. The investigator can act as a witness and sign in the designated 
space. Section 25(c) of the CPSA insures that the physician's identity will remain confidential. If appropriate, inform 
the physician of this provision. 
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Sample of Authorization for Medical Records Disclosure, CPSC Form 322 

AUTHORIZATION FOR MEDICAL RECORDS DISCLOSURE 
This form authorizes release of information in accordance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act, 45 CF.R Parts 160 and I 64, 5 U.S.C 5523, and 38 U.S.C. 5701 and 7332. I understand that my disclosure of 
the infonnation requested on this fom1 is voluntary. I further understand that the Social Security Number will he 
used to locate records for release and if not voluntarily furnished completely and accurately, the health or medical 
facility will be unable to comply with the request 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I request and authorize (name of 
health or med1calfaciliry) to furnish the United States Consumer Product Safety Commission all 
infom1ation and copies of any and all records you may have pertaining to (my caseXlhe case of) 

Patient Name 

Relationship t.o you 

Patient Social Security Number 

including, but no! limited lo, medical history, phy!lical reports, laboratory reports and pathological slides, 
and X·ray reports and films. 

ALTHOIUZATION: I certify that this request has been made freely, voluntarily and without coercion 
and thal the information given above is accurate and cmnplete to the hest of my knowledge. I understand 
that I will receive a copy of this fo1m after I sign it. I may revoke this authorization, in writing, at any 
time except to the extent that action has al.Nady been taken to comply with it. Written revocation is 
efii::ctivc upon receipt by the unit or office at lhe facility housing the records. Redisclosure of my medical 
records by those receiving the above authorized information may be accomplished without my further 
•.vtitten authoriz.ation and my records may no longer he protected. Without my express revocation, the 
authorization will automatically expire: (I) upon satisfaction of the need for disclosure; (2) on 

·-··---·--··-- (date supplied by patient); or (3) under the following conditions: 

(DA11~) 

(SIG?'<ATCRE OF PA 11ENT OR PERSON AUTIIORIZED TO SIGN FOR PATIENT) 

(WITNESS) 

CPSC FORM NO 170 
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Fire Related Incidents. For serious fires that involve a product of interest, a fire report is to be obtained and 
submitted with the investigation report. This record provides the opinion/conclusion of an expert and carries 
considerable weight in determining causal agents. 

When a product of interest is involved in a fire and the debris may have been removed, attempt to contact the 
insurance agent to obtain copies of insurance forms which may reveal information on product ID and evaluation 
findings. 

Source Documents. Do not include the source document as part of the Investigative Report. The source document 
is now accessible electronically for review by analysts and compliance officers. Include the source document number 
in block 29 of the Form 182. 

Missing Documents. An investigation report should not be submitted as complete until all documentation is received 
and attached to the report. 1f you are unable to obtain a document (e.g., police, fire, ME/coroner, photographs, etc.) 
in a timely manner, make note in your report that the document has been requested but could not be obtained, and 
fill out a Status of Missing Document form to attach to your report. 

Sample of Status of Missing Documents form 

U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission 

Task Number: ---------

Date. ---------

Status of Missing Document(s) 
Toe olf!Ci:al records b<llOw ...ere requested forth"' •rwesllgallOn report. but oould riot be 
obtaine<J· 

2. ________________ ~ 

Diagrams. Body charts of the victim and diagrams of the product should be included as attachments, if applicable. 
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Manuals. Product operational manuals should be requested from the respondent. The operational manual should be 
scanned as an attachment to the investigation. If the operational manual is too large, the first few pages should be 
scanned with an explanation that the entire manual can be found in the CPSC Clearinghouse. Be sure to send the 
manual to the CPSC Clearinghouse. If you are unsure whether a manual is too large to scan, contact your 
supervisor for further direction. 

Release of Name. The investigator should request a signature for the Authorization for Release of Name form for an 
on-site investigation. If the victim/respondent refuses to sign the form, but gives a verbal response, the investigator 
should note this on the Release of Name form, use the appropriate code on Form 182, and include a statement to 
such effect in the narrative of the report. 

Contacts List. A separate contact page should be attached to the investigation listing all respondents' names, 
addresses, if known, telephone numbers, and the dates of the contacts. The list of contacts should be attached as 
the first attachment/exhibit to the report. 

lf the victim's name is available, you must include it at the top of the Contacts List page (Exhibit 1 ). 

If the victim's date of birth is available, you must include it on the Contacts List page (Exhibit 1 ). 

If an ATV's VIN is available, you must include it on the Contacts List page (Exhibit 1), in addition to the ATV data 
record sheet. If a UTV's VIN is available, you must include it on the Contacts List page (Exhibit 1 ), in addition to the 
product information section of the report narrative. 

If the respondent spoke to the manufacturer, this should be documented in the Contacts List with an explanation that 
the respondent made the contact, not the investigator. 

All refusals and the date of refusal should be documented in the list of respondents. This list should also document 
all respondents that the investigator failed to reach. It is not necessary to list all attempted contacts for a particular 
respondent for a completed investigation, but you should continue to list all attempted contacts for a particular 
respondent in a terminated investigation. 

Victim Letter. Correspondence sent to the victim or other witnesses by the investigator need not be attached to the 
report if the letter resulted in successful contact. However, if no response is received to a letter or email, a copy of 
that correspondence should be attached to the final report (typically the termination report). 

Photographs: 

Include any photographs that were taken of the product and scene, including those taken by other investigating 
officials. Photos taken by local officials are extremely valuable in that they were usually taken immediately after the 
incident and provide details on the incident that may no longer be available. 

Identify each individual photograph with a unique identifier (e.g., Photo B-1, Photo B-2, etc., for photos in Exhibit B) 
and ensure that the Task Number and Exhibit Number are on each page. (Do not "photo-shop" several pictures 
together to create one new picture.) Photographs should be digitally processed for submission. When photographs 
reveal the face of the victim, they should be modified to conceal the victim's identity. Similarly, if a photograph 
reveals other personally identifiable information (PU), the Pll in the photograph should be modified to conceal the PU. 
The source of the photograph should be identified if it was not taken by a CPSC investigator. 

Include the total number of photographs in each exhibit in the list of Exhibits in the report. See Chapter 7 for more 
information on photographs. 
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Supervisory Review and Submission of Investigation Reports: 

Investigation Report Review. In some cases, supervisors may want to review the investigation report before it is 
copied to IFS. In other cases, the supervisor may request to review the report in IFS before it is forwarded to 
headquarters. In either case, supervisors should review every report. Questions that should be considered 
during the supervisory review include: 

(b )(5) 

Only those investigation reports that favorably address the above questions and contain the appropriate information 
should be accepted and submitted as a completed report. Once au documentation is received, the investigator 
should complete the investigation report and submit the report to their supervisor through IFS. The investigator 
should maintain the investigation in their database until it is statused complete by EPDS. All others investigation 
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reports should be corrected or improved. There is a need for continuing communication between the supervisor and 
investigator about the process of completing and JOI. The investigator may have difficulties or run into barriers trying 
to collect all necessary information. These problems should be shared with the supervisors but should not be part of 
the investigative report. The investigator should update IFS on a regular basis to show the status of the investigation 
process. 

Distribution of Investigation Reports: 

The distribution block on the 182 should include ALL of the names that appear on the E-assign document if there is 
one for the assignment. If it is a field initiated assignment, the appropriate compliance officer and/or analysts should 
be put in the distribution block on the 182. 

Afier reviewing the report, the supervisor should click the "approve" button and then the "save" button. Both are 
located on the 182. 

Be sure that the report includes the appropriate cover page if warranted. Any source document beginning with the 
letter "Y" needs an Official Use Only cover page and if certain information is confidential then the Confidential Data 
Warning cover page should be included and the list of documents that are confidential should be written on to the 
bottom of the cover page. The "Y" document cover page should not be used in lieu of the Official Use Only cover 
page. See sample cover sheets in Appendix A and Appendix 8. 

Once the IOI is distributed, field staff should not make any changes. If it is necessary to make a change, the 
supervisor should click on the approval button on the 182 and to switch it back to "unapproved'' so that the changes 
can be made. The report then will need to be redistributed. Note that the completion date wlll have to be manually 
set back to the original date either by the supervisor or the help desk. 

Purging Names and Addresses of Victims Obtained Through NEISS Hospitals: 

When a case is assigned from information recerved from a NEISS hospital, the name and address identification of 
the victim MUST be purged before it is imaged and transmitted to EPDS. The Clearinghouse, prior to public release 
of the report, will do purging of other (not received through NEISS) victim identification. 
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Chapter 9 -Terminated, Screened, Abbreviated, and Purged Reports, 
and IDI Addendums 

Terminated Report: 

An investigator is to terminate the investigation if, after exhausting all reasonable leads, he/she is unable to obtain 
any significant information beyond that provided in the original source document For example, you may be unable to 
locate or reach a victim or anyone who knows anything about the incident, or the knowledgeable parties may be 
unwilling or unable to cooperate. In such cases, submit a written explanation detailing your investigative efforts and 
your reasons for termination. Use the Incident Termination Reportform, CPSC Form 228. 

Sample of Incident Termination Report, CPSC Form 228 

INCIDENT INVESTIGATION TERMINATION REPORT 
1. TASK NO. 2. TIME EXPENDED 3. DATE INITIATED 

4. HOSPITAL NO. S. RECORD 110. G.AGE 7.SE>I 

S. DATE OF TREATMENT 9.INJURY 10. BODY PART 11. DISPOSITION 

12. PRODUCT 13. PRODUCT CODE 14. ORGANIZATION CODE 15. INVESTIGATOR IO 

16. CATID NO. 17. SPECIAL STUDY NO. 18. TERMINATION CODE 

19. RECORD OF ATTEMPTS TO CONTACT 

DATE TIME METHOD RESPONSE 

20. REASON FOR TERMINATION: 

21 REVIEWED BY: lO NO. MO DAY YR 

CPSC FORM 228 (5-75) [Rev1ud f0t WPforW111d<>""' & HP l.ne<j<ll 111Pnnter10/93) 
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Instructions for the completion of pertinent blocks on the Incident Termination Report form are below: 

Record of Attempts to Contact. 

1. List attempts to contact the victim/respondent by telephone. Investigators must make separate attempts on 
separate days, including attempts to contact the victim or respondent on the weekend and during evening 
hours. Under circumstances where you can leave a message, leave your phone number, a brief message 
explaining the nature of your call, and ask for a return call. If the victim/respondent does not call back within 
a couple of days, place the call again and leave another message. Using your own best judgment, you 
could attempt another call/message after two more days. Otherwise, document on the form each of your 
attempts to contact the victim/respondent, including the time and date that the contact was attempted. 

2. If you have not reached the victim/respondent under conditions described above, note attempts to visit the 
victim/respondent during travel. If within reasonable travel distance or in an area that is on the travel 
schedule for other CPSC work, include a home visit in the travel plan. 

3. Another means for attempting to contact the victim/respondent is the use of a delivery confirmation letter. 
Note the use of such letter. This letter should request individual(s) (e.g., victim, parent, etc.) contact you or 
provide information in writing (e.g., complete a questionnaire). Provide at least 15 days for a response 
before terminating. 

4. Try other resources, such as interne1 searches, to locate the vicrim/respondent. 
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Screening Report: 

There are two circumstances under which an investigation can be screened and reported on an Incident Screening 
Report form, CPSC form 229, and still be submitted via email. The investigator was able to contact a knowledgeable 
party, but discovered: 

1. The product is not a consumer product or is not within the jurisdiction of the Commission (e.g., 
agricultural/farm tractor rather than riding mower). 

2. The incident was the result of a deliberate act (e.g., arson, assault, suicide, etc.). 

Sample of Incident Screening Report, CPSC Form 229 

INCIDENT SCREENING REPORT 
1. Document No. 2. Organization Code 3. Investigator No. 

4. Person(s} Contacted S. Time Expended 6. Date Completed 

7. Information Obtained 

6. Product Information (Manufacturer, Brand, Model, etc.) 

9. Distribution 1 o. Task No. (it applicable) 

11. Supervisor 

R.O.Oir. 

12. Please staple thi• report to the initiatina documentisl and send to EPDS. 
" " CPS<, FORM SO. <29 
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Abbreviated Report: 

An investigation can be abbreviated (and reported on a Form 182), and submitted through the network, if: 

1. The product or hazard is significantly different than the one indicated in the source document, but a 
consumer product is still involved, and it is one that is not included in the Criteria and Rationales. If the 
investigator collected useful data and/or documents while determining the causal factors associated with a 
product, he/she should complete a Form 182 and include the additional documents following a brief 
narrative. Submit this report electronically as with any other report. 

2. On a temporary basis because of resource constraints, agreements may be entered into between Field 
Operations and the ID! assignment requester allowing certain product or hazard-specific related 
investigations to be completed using an abbreviated narrative. 

3. An official report is obtained, but there is very little information beyond the source document. 

Purged Report: 

An investigation may be purged when: 

1. it is found to be a duplicate of a prior assignment; 
2. the person requesting the ID! (e.g., EXHR or Compliance staff) decide to abort the investigation AND no 

new information had already been obtained; or 
3. the !DI was assigned in error. 

To purge a headquarters-initiated !DJ, please contact the appropriate EPDS staff (listed in Appendix A) directly via 
email (do not email the Help Desk), and provide a brief reason why the !DI should be purged. When an open HQ
initiated !DI is purged, notification will be sent to the field deputy directors. 

Field-initiated !Dis are purged by field deputy directors. 
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ID! Addendums: 

On occasion, you will receive additional information/documentation pertaining to an !DI after it has been completed. 
When this happens, you will need to submit an addendum with the additional information/documentation. Do not 
attempt to attach the addendum information directly into the completed IDI in IFS. 

Should you obtain additional information to add to an !DI, you need to provide the attachments in pdf format to your 
supervisor, who will then send it to EPDS·lDI to be added to the existing file. 

Once received by EPDS-10!, EPDS staff will process the addendum and attach it to the completed ID!. The 
addendum submitted by you/your supervisor will NOT replace the Status of Missing Documents form. It will be 
added at the end of the IOI report, leaving the original report intact. 

If you have any questions about addendums, please ask your supervisor. If you have questions about the formatting 
of an addendum or what is needed to be submitted for an addendum, please contact either your supervisor or the 
EPDS staff person tasked with processing addendums (see Appendix C of this manual). 

When submitting an addendum, please adhere to the following: 

Jn the subject line of the email, state: Addendum Task Number. 

In the body of the email, include the Task Number, and for each new item to be added to the completed ID! report, 
provide the following: 

• What the addendum is Ue., ME Report, Police Report, etc.) 
• Which item on the missing documents page does this addendum correspond with (if applicable). If this 

addendum is not related to something currently on the missing documents page, please indicate this. 
• What should the exhibit number be for this addendum? 

Jn the email attachment (see example in Appendix E), include: 
• Additional report information (i.e., new narrative details, sample collection information, updated DRS, 

updated product information, etc.) 
• List of additional exhibits 
• New exhibit(s), including exhibit number and task number header 
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Appendix A - Sample of Official Use Only Cover Sheet 

TASK NUMBER: 

U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

PROPRIETARY 

Unauthorized Disclosure Prohibited 
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Appendix B - Sample of Confidential Data Warning Cover Sheet 

TASK NUMBER: 

U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION 

WARNING 
AN INDIVIDUAL/AGENCY WHO PROVIDED INFORMATION 
FOR THIS REPORT CONSIDERS SOME OF THE DATA TO BE 
CONFIDENTIAL OR RESTRICTED. PLEASE PROCESS THIS 
MATERIAL IN A CAREFUL AND PRUDENT MANNER. 

The following exhibits are considered confidential or restricted: 
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Appendix C - EPDS Points of Contact and IDI Review Information 

HQ-Initiated IOI assignments: 

All HQ-initiated assignment requests are processed through EPDS utilizing the EPHQ database. 
Laura Noble, EPDS, currently has primary responsibility for processing HO-initiated IOI 
assignment requests. 

Purging open IOI assignments: 

• Open HQ-initiated IOI assignments are purged in EPDS. Direct all requests to purge 
OPEN HQ-initiated assignments to Laura Noble. These requests should not be sent to 
the help desk. 

• When an open HQ-initiated IOI is purged, notification will be sent to the field deputy 
directors (Bev Kohen and Justin McDonough). 

• Open FIELD-initiated IOI assignments are purged by field deputy directors. 

Who reviews "field-completed" IDls: 

All field-completed f Dis are reviewed and statused by designated IOI-Reviewers within the office 
of Epidemiology Data Systems (EPDS). Currently, the IOI-Reviewers are: 

• Rebecca Cullen, GENO Team (backup Krystil Smith) 
• Jesse Harrahill, EASQ Team (backup Rod Holcomb) 
• Lorraine Ross, WESQ Team (backup Omar Stokes) 

Where do I send ADDENDUMS: 
Addendums are sent to EPDS-101. The EPDS current staff person who receives/processes 
addendums is Rebecca Cullen. All addendums should be sent to her via EPDS-101. Direct all 
questions with regard to required formatting to her. 

Review of Field-Completed IDls: 

All FIELD-COMPLETED IDls are reviewed by the IOI-Reviewers. The I DI-Reviewers are 
reviewing for consistency. For the most part, every attempt is made to make corrections within 
the EPDS, rather than returning to the field for corrections. However, there are occasions 
where the changes are too numerous or too complex and must be returned to the field for 
corrections. If you are requested to make corrections to an IOI, you must let the IOI-Reviewer 
know when you have completed your corrections, so that we can complete our review in order 
to status the IOI as complete. (There is nothing in the system that will automatically alert us that 
you have made the corrections.) 
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Appendix D - Who May Be Contacted During IDI 

Entered by EPDS on the E-Assign Message as instruction to the investigator as to who may -
and may not - be contacted during an Investigation. 

Incident I1m~stiga1ion Assignment b1strut1ions 

Completing Contact Line on IDI Assignment Messages 
When fatallry in WV: ao not contact ME/Coroner; contact Rod Holcomb, EPDS (backup Denny Wien1ak} 
When fataliry fn NC: do not contact ME/Coroner; contact Rod Holcomb EPDS (backup Denny Wierdak} 
When fat11liry in Jefferson County, KY: do not contact ME/Coroner; Aubrey l<erny, CF/ 
When fatality In OR: do not comae/ ME/Coroner; conrac1 David Burns or Brfdgeae Cotlral, CF/ 

! , Jf:S..'ur~• Dc>cwn•nt is a NEWSCLIP or PRESS RELEASEIRADIOfTV; tlton n<> rosbictim• 
C\1t1tact' Official-. Ey,....,·ltn•.,..,., 'Im of Kin. Vl<11m (see also NC, KY, OR, & WV dfath exceptions) 

(Sole: may JiCdd tn omit victim or Hc.xt of km.,. c.h .. i.1er1diJ1g on n:!W~clip in!b! 

lfS,•mw llocllnMtl is CONSUMER COMl'IAINI or RKnRICTt:I) (\') llOtTi\U:Nl., 
C m1a,,1, Complainant/\ 'klim (Na-i. s.., allached [see also NC, KY, OR, & WV dealh ei:ceptJons) 

~- lfSmtrce Document !Sa MECAP or CORO!'\ ER rq>orl 
Contact ME/Coron<'r, oti..rofflclals, MXI of kill ONLY U" :\IE/Coroner pt'l'mlt 
If 1'CK Y:t JR WV fur.Iii}, c011!•c! Uo not ronlact :\1E!Coroner, in.t""d <onlad XX; may a1"1> contact olhff (non-:\IE/l'oron.r) 
ofllcial• 

·l lf~'liree °"'11ment is a DEATH CERTIFICATE. d1eek statu·bY·'1nte listing 

1 2 3 4 s 
ST A TES WITHOUT STATES REQUIRING STATES REQUIRING 
RESTRICTIONS PERMISSION FROM PERMISSION TO STATES ALLOWING NO S TATl:S ALLOWING 
OOTE: Cootacting Next- STATE BEFORE CONTACT LOCAL CONTACT WITH NEXT- CONTACT WITH 
of-llln, Local Officials CONTACTING LOCAL OfFICIALS ONLY, NEXT. OF-KIN OR LOCAL LOCAL OFFIQALS 
11111y be doo• withoul OFFICIALS QB NEXT-OF- OF-KIN CONTACT IS OFFICIALS ONLY 
pem1~:;jon from •late KIN NOT PERMITTED 

Alabam• ~~chigan Colorado Kansas Arizona 
Alaska Nebraska Delaware North Oakolll Aikansas 
Cahfomia Indiana District of Columbia 
Conncclitut 11Missouri id:lho 
Ronda 

/ 
Ol<lahoma ~ local only lll!l!OIS 

Goorgla Pennsylvania Louisiana 
Howau Oregon• Maryland 
Iowa SQO!i Carolina Montana 
Kentucky• Ulah Nevada 
Maine l'Wginia New Jllr;ey 
Massxhuwtts Now Mexico 
Mlflne•ol• New York City 
MitSl&Sipj)l If~ or !!ll!!!l.t Soullt O:ila1ta 
Now Hampshire dealh cert. contact i$ the Washington 
New York Smtc following: If .E!l.!:Jn!. dealhcert, Wyoming 
NorthCaroina• Local offtcials only. NO conract is the following: 
Ol•o EMS COOUIC1; nm ol kln Officials only; next of kin 
Rhode Island contact NOT pemitted. contatl NOT permitted; 
Tcnncs,-soc purge ;ill vi<;iim ID and 
Texas victim'• larri!y ID prior to 
Vermont submilling repcrt 
Wost V.gmta • 
Wi!ll:onsin 

Official., eyewllneo.w-. 
Offleial., cy"' llnesrs, Oflida!. unl1; nnt of OHlclal> only; next of 

n•~"f of kin 
(rec alsa 1VC. Kl; JI WV next of kin kin wlltaet :'>!OT oo CORllltl permitted klnmnmtNOT 

•I 
pt"rndlled permllled 

• NC/l\YIWV dealh cert contllct!i: Do ll!lt cotttacl ,\.fEiCorm1er, instead conJad X\'. May cm/Jact mher (lw11-MF.·Coron11r) off/cialr, 
e}·ewilfttJsses, and tti'..W afkln. 

• OR death cert contad::s: Do 11()( contn.d .ilE·'Ct>roner, instead co11lad XX . . ifnJ' c:omact ollu:r (1um ... U£JCortn1cr) afJfriais; 11c.'1 f.l{kin 
contact NOT pent1i11ed 

~ If Some~ Docuntt!nt is f"IRE IH:PART.~U:NT, Internal Cl'SC Mt:MO, c!c --
Cc'!H"ct Complalnanl/VIC'llm (Jliaow), s ... atta<'.hed [see also NC, KY, OR, & WV death exceptions) 

last re\lls~d 04/20/2016 
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Appendix E- Sample of Addendum 

160414CCC9999 Page 1of1 

ADDENDUM [Include additional narrative information here.} 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit Phasellus erat tellus, lobortis vulputate 
condimentum sed, dapibus vitae purus. Vivamus pretium, ligula fermentum eleifend 
ullamcorper, ligula leo volutpat ex, vitae suscipit felis nulla ac enim. Gras egestas velit non 
consequat ornare. In quis mi ac ex pretium fermentum sit amet eget augue. Mauris eget ligula 
molestie, posuere lacus eu, pharetra metus. Mauris at metus quis nunc molestie dapibus. Etiam 
suscipit orci id tellus ornare, a pellentesque metus tempus. Nulla eu dolor et libero congue 
tincidunt sed sed ex. Donec pulvinar congue tincidunt. In imperdiet arcu non neque gravida, 
laoreet commodo orci convallis. 

Donec vel ornare est, at pulvinar enim. Fusee vitae vehicula nisl. Vivamus nee mauris ac lacus 
lobortis egestas ut sed urna. Ut purus purus, fermentum at euismod tempor, consequat quis 
sem. Sed et nulla nunc. Curabitur ultrices pretium purus, ac ultricies nulla consectetur ut. 
Vivamus consequat diam et quam semper, sed malesuada lacus posuere. Vivamus ac purus eu 
nulla euismod convallis sit amet ac lectus. Sed imperdiet porta viverra. Phasellus ultricies lectus 
sit amet risus hendrerit, ac maximus diam tincidunt. Praesent ullamcorper, odio nee ultricies 
tempus, velit ipsum semper libero, id accumsan orci risus nee risus. Proin luctus enim eget enim 
ultrices volutpat. Duis diam felis, lobortis et massa quis, vehicula ornare tellus. 

EXHIBITS 
In addition to the 16 Exhibits already attached to the original report, this addendum will add: 

17. State Fire Marshal's Office Investigative Report (20 Pages) 
18. Business Card Sign-In for Scene Evaluations (15 Pages) 
19. Thirteen Fire and Damage Overview Photos ( 13 Pages) 
20. Sixteen Scene Photos Before Cleanup (16 Pages) 
21. Six Scene Photos After Cleanup (6 Pages) 
22. Twenty-Eight Photos of Incident Unit widget at Scene (28 Pages) 
23. Forty-Eight Photos of Incident Unit widget During Independent Evaluation (48 Pages) 
24. Thirty Photos of Exemplar Unit widget from Room (30 Pages) 
25. Five Photos of Miscellaneous Safety Equipment Installed in Community (5 Pages) 
26. Twelve Photos of Exemplar Unit widgets from other Rooms in Community (12 Pages) 
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